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Clinton lays
links to China
Pledges open door
to Republicans _
By TOM RAum
Associated Press Writer
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) —
President Clinton today pressed
for additional . human rights
improvements in China and
sought a consensus for keeping
the heat on North Korea to honor
its nuclear promises. He also
pledged an -"open door" in
Working with Republicans at

International AIDS Memorial

through the region by the year
2020.
At a news conference in the
garden of the U.S. ambassador's
residence, Clinton said he would
"use whatever influence I have
in a positive .waY" to press for
human rights reform, both in China and Indonesia;
He denied suggestions he w,as
backing away frbm.human rights
-conc.ems—i-u—pressing for--ntoretrade with Asia and said he raised
the/issue pointedly in a face-toface meeting with Chinese President Jiang Zemin — a session
that U.S. officials said mostly
emphasized- trade and -security

After separate sessions with
top Asian leaders, Clinton promised to expand tics across the
Pacific, saying the United States
is "getting stronger in this region." U.S. officials predicted
endorsement on Tuesday of a
U.S.-promoted statement calling
•
for "open and free trade" • See Page 2

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photos

Local residents came to view Sunday's unveiling of the NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt In
Murray State University's Curris Center. The display features nearly 400 panels of the quilt, which
Is only a small portion of the quilt's total 27,247 panels. The quilt will be on display from 1 to 8
p.m. Monday and 1 to 7 p.m Tuesday. The quilt represents 12 percent of all U.S. AIDS deaths.

'Menace II Society' murder trial begins
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The last of five teen-age boys
goes on trial today in the shooting of a teen killed during a carjacking. Police claim he was
spurred by the gangster movie
"Menace II Society."
Steven Johnson, 17, is charged
with complicity to murder, complicity to robbery and complicity
to kidnapping in the Jan. 24 slaying of James Allen "Shane"

Pearson, who was driving home
from his job at a steakhouse in
Paducah in western Kentucky.
Johnson could face the death
penalty if convicted.
Prosecutors say the five teens
watched the violent movie about
crime and poverty in Los
Angeles, then kidnapped Pearson
at gunpoint and drove him to a
rural area where he was killed.
The alleged triggerman,

We're sending a clear message to our
young people that they can do anything they
want and get away with'it."

Shane Pearson's mother
I7-year-old Kunta Sims, pleaded
guilty to first-degree murder and
was sentenced in June to life

without parole for 25 years. He
later was sentenced to 25 years
more on related Lharges.

The three other teens — Calvin
"Kevin" Smith, Caryon Johnson
and Sylvester Berry — were sentenced under plea agreements to
20 years in prison. Caryon and
Steven Johnson are not related.
Even defense attorney Catherine Rao has admitted Steven
Johnson was involved in the fatal
shooting but calls him "merely
an accomplice" and is fighting

efforts to have Johnson condemned to death.
But prosecutors cite Johnson's
admitted shooting of another
driver, 19-year-old Michael
Fibrentini, hours after Peaison
was killed and contend Johnson
should face the death penalty
because Pearson was shot during
IV See Page 2

GOP hopefuls test water
By JIM ABRAMS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Energized by their party's midterm
elections triumph, more and more
Republicans are training their
sights on ousting a vulnerable
President Clinton in 1996.
Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania, a principal player in the
volatile Senate hearings on Clarence Thomas's nomination to the
Supreme Court, joined the pool
of potential presidential contenders today. Specter announced in
Philadelphia formation of an
exploratory committee to test the
political currcnts and his fundraising capabilities. He was
traveling to New Hampshire and
Iowa later in the day.
Sen. Phil Gramm, R-Texas,
who for months has made clear
his desire to be president, said

Sunday he will file papers with
the Federal Election Commission
this week in preparation for a
March announcement.
The conservative Texan also
took aim at future Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, probably the
leading unannounced candidate,
saying his Kansas colleague
lacked commitment to major
changes in government.
Gramm and Dole were both in
Iowa, site of the first party caucus of the 1996 presidential season, following the Republican
election sweep last week.
The moderate Specter, 64, is a
long shot in a likely field
crowded with conservatives such
as Gramm, former Vice President
Dan Quayle, former Housing
Secretary Jack Kemp and former
,Defense Secretary Dick Cheney.
Specter said his decision on

whether to actually run rests on
how many fellow Republicans
agree with him on such issues as
removing the party's antiabortion plank and reaffirming
constitutional separation -of
church and state.
Specter came under criticism
from some women's groups
because of his tough,
prosecutorial-style questioning of
Anita Hill, who had accused Thomas of having made sexually
explicit comments to her while
they were at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in
the early 1980s.
Gramm, speaking Sunday on
NBC's "Meet the Press," suggested that even Dole, whose voting record generally reflects the
nation's shift to the right, wasn't
N See Page 2
AMY WILSON Ledger S Times photo

Evidence found in murder trial
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Preparations for the retrial of a man
- -charged in the deaths of two
western Kentucky girls has taken
a new twist with the apparent discovery of evidence that Was
thought to have been destroyed.
A sealed box believed to contain tissue samples taken six
years ago during autopsies on
-Carrie and Stephanie VanMeter
turned up during "housekeeping" at the state medical examin-7cr's office, The Paducah Sun
reported Saturday.
"The thing about this box is,
it's been represented to us and

-

the court that that had been
destroyed in the ordinary course
of business," said defense attorney Don Muir, who is representing David Sornn.ers.
Muir learned of the box's existence Fridaj when contacted by
McCracken County Coroner Jerry
Beyer, the newspaper reported.
Muir quickly filed a court motion
to ensure the box is preserved.
"This motion is being made to
edsure that whatevia there is in
this container doesn't have anything else happen to it," Muir
wrote.
Tissue samples taken during

the original autopsies were
among the items that had been
used. at Sommers' fir.,t trial, but
they were believed to have been
destroyed later.
Sommers was convicted of
murder four years ago in the
1988 deaths of 13-year-old Carrie
VanMeter and her 12-year-old
sister, Stephanie, and was sentenced to 1,000 years in prison.
The Kentucky Supreme Court,
overturned the conviction and ordered a new trial, in part
because Sommers did not have
independent experts available to
examine evidence •

A formal dedication ceremony was held Saturday at the site of the former Calloway County Normal School
In Kirksey, which now bears a permanent historical marker.

ells Remembered
Marker denotes Kirksey role
By ANY WILSON
Staff Writer
For the residents of Kirksey, the number 1,945
has a special meaning.
Thanks to the efforts of local historian Joe Pat
tames and donations from rtsidents, Calloway
County can boast of having the 1,945 historical
marker in Kentucky, which denotes the former site
of the Calloway Normal College.
— —

About 50 residents gathered Saturday at the
Kirkscy United Methodist Church for a formal
dedication of the historical marker..
"I felt it appropriate that we have a dedication
ceremony for the historical marker," said James.
"We feel it will be a permanent reminder -of. what happened in Kirksey almost 100 years ago."
Calloway Normal College, which was estabII See Pogo 2
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•GOP...

mitted to changing government
fundamentally than Bob Dole
is," Gramm said. Asked if he
would make a better president
than Dole, Gramm replied: '111

FROM PAGE 1
conservative enough to lead the
pirty in 1996.
"I think that I am more coin-

'I Kirksey...

built on property
now owned by Kirksey United
Methodist Church.
The college continued until
1913 when Kirksey High School,
which, had shared quarters with
the college, took over the entire
premises.
Kirksey High School remained
until 1960, when county high
schools were merged. Then it
became an elementary center
until 1974 when these centers
consolidated. The next year, the
property was purchased by the
church.
"If there had never been a Calloway Normal College, Murray
State University would never
have happened," said Wells
Lovett, Wells' grandson. "It has
never been difficult to get the
community,to help because the
purpose was to help the school.
The same thing was true in the
early days at Murray State."
Lovett said he could remernRi
having, students in his home.
With help and $117,000 from
more than 1,000 Calloway Countians, Wells planned, organized
,and founded Murray State Normal School in 19z2, which was to
become Murray State University.
"My grandfather always told
people to get as much education
as they could," Lovett said. "He
said if you have a buggy, take it
to school. If you have a horse or
a mule, ride it to school. If you
le&C, Which WAS

HOM PAGE 1. ,,hed in 1899 by the late Dr.
RJrney T. Wells, served as an
in,titution for training students to
become teachers and was the first
institution of higher education in
, die cciunty.
Or. Wells did so much' for
.-'I've
7:rtucation," James- saidheard so many of the old timers
call him 'Rainey' on a first-name
basis."
Charles E. and Martha Alice
Clark donated land fbr the col-
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didn't think so, I wouldn't run."
Gramm, 52, a former economics professor at Texas A&M, is a
Democrat-turned -Republican
elected to the Senate in 1984. He

have two legs, walk to school. If
you don't have two legs, hop on
one. It doesn't matter how you
get there, get an the education
you can.
James characterized Wells as
"the best Christmas present Calloway County ever got," making
note of Wells' birth on Dec. 25,
1875.
When James became interested
in the'project, he said he was
unsure where to go for assistance.
He found his way to George
Weaks' office, who was then
County Judge/Executive.
"George got me in touch with
the right people and when I found
out that the project would require
$1,500, George said he would be
the first contributor," James said.
"A generous community
responded and we got the program underway."
Nearly a year after he first conHistorical
bronze-m.ek
tacted the Kentucky
er
.-Society, the.
. 6.
set in pl'acc
"Approximately 75 years ago,
the Keetticky. Fliitoifeal Society began putting up markers based
on a number of criteria," said
Wilson Gantt chairman of the
Kentucky Highway Historical
Marker Program."We have a total of nine in Calloway County."
-During Saturday's ceremony,
James also presented_ a plaque
listing all the donors to be displayed at MSU's Wrather West
Kentucky Museum.

FROM PAGE 1
copyright story. Friday that Johna robbery-kidpapping.
son had been arrested 11 times —
Fiorentini survived his
including three times on felony
,
charges — before the carjacking,
shooting.
The newspaper went to court to
"Clearly, it's a heinous situation that would certainly qualify obtain a videotape of a closed
for the death penalty," said pro- hearing in Septerriber in which
secutor Tim Kaltenbach, Johnson's juvenile criminal
McCracken commonwealth's record was discussed.
A court worker testified then
attorney.
Some -i,a.ja.king deaths now -that-Johnson had been charged as
carry the federal death penalty a juvenile in January 1992 with
'tinder provisions in the crime bill first-degree wanton endangerment
that President Clinton signed into for allegedly shooting at a boy,
and charged with cocaine traflaw earlier this year.
The Paducah Sun reported in a ficking in' November 1993.
"We're sending a clear Message to our young people that
they can do anything they want
and get away with it," Pearson's
mother told the Sun.
"I mean, after 11 times — I'll
even give him the benefit of a
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OUR CUSTOMERS ARE
FUN PEOPLE.
Smile They EnjoyLrfe!
(C(,-0: 'See . People Like You Who
F
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•

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
Angel Adams - l'harmaci t

Charlie's Safe-T
Oiscount Pharmacy
Glendale at WhItnell

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

753-41 75

513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

STARTS TONIGHT
Don't Miss It!

legislation, a balanced budget and
less government.

Dr. James Booth, M,SU provost
and, vice president of academic
and student affairs accepted the
plaque on behalf of the
university.
"This is exactly what has made
MSU the institution that it is
today," Booth said. "We are not
just a university, we are part of
Murray and Calloway County. A
university is an idea, not just a
group of buildings and cut grass.
That idea began here."
Booth also accepted a 1906
diploma to be placed on display
at MSU.
"My father, Carlin Riley,
attended Calloway County Normal School and received this diploma in 1906," said Theron
Riley."Education has been strong
in our family and it is with pleasure than my brothers Fritz and
Ralph and sister Marcile Treas
present the diploma to MSU."
As the culminating event of the
dedication. Lovett and Dr. Hollis
Clark, who is the great grandson
of Charles and •Martha Alice
Clark, placed a memorial wreath
next to the bronze marker.
"There were several people
wno contributed to the foundin
of the school and we want to
remember all who had something
to do with the it," James said.
"We are using the bliie and white
colors of Kirksey School, red for
patriotism and gold for MSU in
our wreath."

doubt after half a dozen times —
somebody ought to say, 'Hey,
something's wrong somewhere.
SomethinR needs to be -done.' If
he won't take control of his own
life, somebody needs to step in,,,
In an unusual move, 'Johnson
pleaded guilty in September to
the Fiorentini shooting without an
agreement from prosecutors,
apparently -to prevent testimony
about that shooting being used
against him in the Pearson trial.
Johnson pleaded guilty to
attempted murder, first-degree
robbery and attempted kidnapping. He also pleaded guilty to
the attempted murder and
attempted kidnapping of Fiorentini's passenger, Melissa Hall. He
has not been sentenced on those
charges.
The defense contends that if
the Fiorentini-shooting is already
resolved, then prosecutors can't
describe both shootings as part of
a common scheme.
"We think Mr. Johnson might
get the death penalty due to the
other facts," defense attorney
Keith Kamenish said.
The trial was moved 150 miles
from Paducah to Bowling Green
after McCracken Circuit Judge
Ron Daniels ruled there was too
much publicity in the case to find
an unbiased jury.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
7-3-4
Pick 4
3-3-9-9
Lotto
1-2-9-15-45-46

Murray Rotary Club
'Telethon Sponsor
Featuring Local Talent
and Programming

Sponsored by:

Wednesday, November 16
' Hurray Independent Schools

CALLOWAY COUNTY SHERIFF'S DEPT.
Oct. 21
indictment charging him with first-degree sexual abuse.
Oct. 26
*James Chad Warren, 19, Benton, was arrested on a warrant charging him with theft by unlawful taking over $300.
Oct. 28
*James Louis Ford, Murray State University's Franklin Hall,
was arrested on a warrant charging him with second-degree
assault.
Nov. 2
.Tony Payne, 20, Mayfield, was arrested on a warrant
charging him with theft/by unlawful taking over $300 and
fourth-degree assault.
MISDEMEANOR SUMMARY
The following arrests were made, charges filed or citations
issued from Oct. 19 to Nov. 2: driving under the influence —
2; possession of drug paraphernalia — 1; possession of marijuana — 1; contempt-bredun--=
- TU; alcohol intoxication — 1;
resisting arrest — 1; third-degree escape -- 1; theft by failure
to make required disposition of property under $300 — 3.
INVESTIGATIONS
The following incidents were reported betweerrOct. 19 and
Nov. 2: business theft — 2; residential theft— 1-; business
vandalism — 1.
-

II Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1
"The United States, perhaps
more than any other country in
the world, consistently and regularly raises human rights issues,"
Clinton said before the formal
opening of the 18-nation AsiaPacific Economic Cooperation
forum (APEC).
"We made it absolutely clear
that in order for the United
States' relationship with China to
fully flower, there had to be
progress on all fronts," Clinton
said.
Later, Secretary of State Warren Christopher told, CNN that
some sanctions remain in place
on China dating back to the Tia-

Commodities
to be distributed
Commodities will be distri•
lasted on Thursday, Nov. 17,
from 8 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore.
Baskets or other carrying containers should be brought; anyone picking up commodities for
another person must have a note
signed by that person.
• • • •
The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available
to all eligible recipients regardless of race, color, national origin, age, sex or handicap.

"Getting you ready for the 21st Century!"

Tuesday, November 15
Murray State University
Thursday, November 17
Community Focus

Murray State Channel
Calloway County Channel
Murray High Channel
7:00 - 10:00 Each Evening

YEAR-END SPECIAL
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Proceeds This Year Go To Support The
Revitalization Projects In The City/County Park.
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MURRAY POLICE
Oct. 20
'Christopher M. Dubuque, 28, and Laura Rice, 33, both of
Paris, Tenn., were arrested on Calloway County warrants
charging them with 14 counts of criminal possession of a
forged instrument. Charges allege that Dubuque and Rice
used stolen chedks from a FloTida couple to purchase several
thousand dollars worth of merchandise in Murray. Investigating officer Det. Dean Alexander recovered a substantial
amount of merchandise believed to be purchased with the stolen checks. Dubuque waived extradition and was returned to
Calloway County, Rice remained in Henry County awaiting
extradition to Florida. Local charges on Rice are pending
resolution of current Florida criminal charges.
Oct. 26
...Joel Henderson, 28, Paris, Tenn., was arrested and
;charged with receiving stolen property over $300 after several
hundred dollars worth of furniture reportedly stolen from Tennessee were recovered.
Nov. 1
•Marquita Jones, 30, Spruce Street, was arrested on warrants charging her with criminal possession of a forged instrument and violation of _pobation.
MISDEMEANOR SUMMARY
The following arrests were made, charges filed or citations
issued from Oct. 20 to Nov. 1: driving under the influence —
1; driving without an operator's license — 1; shoplifting — 4 (1
was a juvenile); alcohol intoxication — 1. One Benton juvenile
and two Murray juveniles were charged with possession of
alcohol and possession of marijuana.
INVESTIGATIONS
The foII owing-Tricietents wena reported- between • Ott.'26 and
Nov. 11: business theft — 1: residential theft —'1; rdsidential
vandalism —
...

MicroAge

4

Tonight
-Calloway County Schools

REPORTS

advocates a major overhaul of the
welfare system, tougher crime

•Murder trial...

"ebbsheC1 Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
-nksgering Day,-Christmas
Day and New Years Day.
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nanmealquare riot in June 1989
and "they will not be taken off
until we see some progress.','
Clinton spoke after separate
meetings with Jiang, Japanese
Prime Minister Tomiichi Murayama, Australian Prime Minister
Paul Keating, and South Korean
President Kim Young-sam.
The president said the leaders
all stressed the importance of
ensuring that North Korea live up
to the agreement with, the United
States to freeze and dismantle its
nuclear program in exchange for
energy aid and new political ties.
Furthermore, Clinton said he
would join the leaders of Japan
and South Korea after tonight's.
conference-opening APEC dinner
for a special session to follow up
on earlier talks on North Korea.

[-PUBLIC MEETINGS
The following upcoming
meetings are open to the
public:
MONDAY
NI Calloway County
School Board — in special
session at 7 p.m. at the
board office.
TUESDAY
II Murray Planning
Commission — 7 p.m.
at Murray City Hall.
WEDNESDAY
•Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments — 5:15
p.m. at Murray City Hall,

WEDNESDAY
Calloway County Fiscal Court — in special session at 1:30 p.m. In the
judge/executive's office
at the courthouse.
THURSDAY
II Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board —
5:30 p.m. in the hospital
board room.
•••

WE'VE GOTCHA
COVERED!
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24 Pin Dot Matrix Printer
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FFA chooses first
black president
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — A Chicago man was elected president of the National FFA on Saturday, the first black person to run
the farm-oriented organization.
Corey Flournoy. 20, will take a yearlong leave of absence from
the University of Illinois, where he is majoring in agricultural economics, to serve his term as president.
Flournoy's supervised agricultural experience program consisted
of agricultural sales and services, home improvement and placement in an agribusiness.
All of the newly elected officers plan to take a year's leave of
absence from their schools to serve in office.
During their year in office, the national officers each will travel
More than 100,000 miles making appearances for the FFA. The
officers represent members to officials in government, business,
education and agriculture.
The national organization includes more than 428,000 members
preparing for careers in the science, business and technology of
agriculture.
The annual three-day convention is held in Kansas City, and
,ended Saturday.

$29.7 million available
'for guaranteed home loans
var100

MONDAY NOVEMBER 14 1994

Farmers Home Administration
(FmHA) in Kentucky received
S29,748,000 to be used to provide
guarantees to lenders for the Guaranteed Housing Loan Program for
FY95.
This program makes it possible
for families whose income does not
exceed 115 percent of the median
income for the area to purchase a
home with 100 percent financing
provided by a commercial lender
with a guarantee from FmHA.
Throughout rural America, moderate-income families with good
credit are often turned down by
local banks for lack of a down

payment. With a Farmers Home
guarantee against loss, many lending institdtions are willing to make
those loans.
Loans are 30-year fixed rate
mortgages. The Maximum loan
amount has been increased to
$77,197,but is is higher in high-cost
areas designated by HUD. In some
cases,all of the closing costs may be
included in the loan amount.
Interested persons in Calloway,
Marshall, or Trigg counties should
contact the FmHA office,located at
104 North 5th Street, Murray, telephone (502) 753-0162.

Tobacco officials to discuss buyouts
WINSTON-SALEM, N.C.
manufacturers can begin, the
(AP) — Tobacco company offiWinston-Salem Journal reported.
cials plan to meet with congressThe request for approval was
men in Washington on Tuesday
made several weeks ago and is
to discuss the proposed buyout.of moving more slowly than
700 million pounds-of surplus expected because the Federal
tobacco.
Trade Commission also has been
Rep. Charlie Rose, D-N.C., asked to approve the buyout,
and Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., Ford said.
called the meeting. They said that
Growers are seeking an agreeif an agreement on the buyout is ment from the six leading tobacnot reached by Dec. I, tobacco co companies to buy a
growers are almost certain to sec 300-million-pound surplus of
a reduction of 40 percent or more flue -cured tobacco and
in their 1995 marketing quota.
400-million-pound surplus of
The amount of surplus. left on burley tobacco.
Dec. 1 is used by the U.S.
Growers' contributions to a
Department of Agriculture in the special fund, the No Net-Cost
formula to set the quota regulat- Tobacco Fund, will be used to
ing how much tobacco can be offer the surplus at
discounts.
grown during the next- year,- The fund was established by the
which the agripulture secretary No Net-Cost Tobacco
Act of
_will anno.wiceila,
1982 to ensure- that government
.Ford said U.S. Justice Department officials must approve the price-support loans would be
buyout and determine it does not repaid in full, with interest., and
violate antitrust. laws before that no tax money would be used
negotiations between 'growers and For • the repayment.

The surplus is from four crops
- 1990 through 1993. The 1993
crop accounted for 191 million
pounds. The 1994 surplus of
almost - LOD million pounds- is =included in the buyout proposal.
James Johnston, the chairman
and chief executive officer of
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., based in Winston-Salem, said Friday
that the surplus and the crisis
growers would face from a drastic quota cut are matters for
urgent discussion.
Fred Bond, chief executive
officer of the Flue-Cured Tobacco Cooperative Stabilization
Corp., said Friday that represen-

tatives from his group will attend
the meeting Tuesday to voice
growers' concerns. The grower.
owned co-op takes in farmers'
tobacccribat. deessitt4ett--at
port price and stores the surplus
until it can be sold.- A conference for growers —
the first to focus on the economic
outlook for tobacco — is sche&tied at North Carolina State
University in Raleigh on Dec. 16,
the day after the quota
announcement.
The conference will be broadcast live to extension offices in
many counties where flue-cured
tobacco is grown.

Support area farmers

Discounted H. Xerox Supplies
Call Greg at

. 411..041
GRILL
On the campus of Murray State University

The Place For Steaks.
15th & Olive Blvd.
T-Bone•Porterhouse•Ribeye•Filet Mignon•Prime Rib
PRICES EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14 THRU 20, 1994

Just because you develop a
plan, it may not always work
I am one of those gardeners who
will fall in love with a plant arid
bring it home even though I have no
earthly clue as to where I am going
to put it. This breaks all the sensible
rules of landscape design which say
that there should be a plan and then
plants. It's not as if I haven't tried to
have some sort of a plan in the past,
but it never quite worked out.
Carefully selected combinations
of height and color somehow went
awry„
The catmint 'Six Hills Giant,'
which was in the front of the border,
got extremely tall, overpowering
the Japanese blood grass (which
stayed shorter than predicted) behind it. You may think I should
have gotten a clue from the name of
the catmint, but I had grown it in
other parts of the garden and it
hadn't gotten that tall.
I transplanted both the catmint
and the blood grass and reversed
their positions, so we'll see in the,
spring what happens.
Putting the right plant in the right
place seems to be a pinnacle of the
gardener's art. It's one that I have
only reached on occasion and then
admittedly more by accident than
design.
I did recently think I had planted a
new tree, a wax myrtle, in just the
right place. It balanced the scene
nicely, reflecting the same sense of
movement as the fern spray cypress
opposite. And it was placed so that
walking by one could brush the
spicy, fragrant leaves.
I was so proud of myself, and
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would take a minute each day to
admire the scene I'd created.
I decided that since the plantings
were so nice, I should clean up the
leaves on the surrounding lawn. I
got out the riding mower and
mowed the lawn, shredding and
collecting the leaves as I went. I was
almost finished mowing and it was
getting late into the afternoon when
I noticed some long grass I'd missed
at the edge ofone of the flower beds.
I backed up the mower to
straighten it out so that I could get at
the grass. In an instant. I heard the
lawnmower blades protest, and 1
thought, "I must have picked up
My, it's---FRAsome bark.
GRANT!?' All that was left of the
wax myrtle was a pitiful little
shredded stump, the remains of its
branches strewn around it.
So much for design integrity and
reaching some sort of height in the
art of gardening. Pretensions were
never so easily and thoroughly
leveled as by the blade of the
lawnmower that afternoon.
The cuttings I took of the wax
myrtle are doing nicely in the
greenhouse.

30" wide
3 roll
120 sq. ft.

BUY 1
GET 1 FREE
CHRISTMAS CARDS
18 Pack
Reg. $1.99

VERY FINE

APPLE
QUENCHERS
TUMS

46 oz.139

AFRIN

ANTACID
150, E-X 96, Ultra 72

NASAL
SPRAY
15 ml.

REBATE
"NOTICE...MEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of members will be held on
Thursday, November 17, 1994, at the Calloway
County High School Cafeteria,2108 College Farm
Road, Murray, Kentucky, at 7:00 p.m. The purpose ofthe meeting will be to hear the President's
Report and a general discussion of the cooperative's affairs.

SUAVE
ANTI-PERSPIRANT
DEODORANT
Solid 1.75 oz.
Super stick 2.25 oz.
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FREE

6.4 oz. tube
6 oz. stand-up tube

CAREFREE

Laura S. Paschall
Secretary"
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Following the meeting, refreshments will be
served and door prizes will be given.
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FROM OUR READERS
Director commends school
Dear Editor
The week of Nov. 13-19 is American Education Week. I would like to
thank the 105 faculty and staff members of west Kentucky State
Vocational-Technical School for their ongoing dedication to their
- chosen professions. Thanks also to all the former administrators,faculty
and staff members for the contributions they have made to vocationaltechnical education and to our school.
•
success stories in American Education. From a small beginning in 1909,
West Kentuckytech has become the largest and finest technical school
in our Commonwealth and quite possibly the nation.
I commend the most dedicated *professionals I have ever known. I
invite the citizens of our region tojoin me in saluting the faculty and staff
of West Kentucky State Technical School.
Lee E. Hicklin, director
West Kentucky State Technical School
5200 Blandville Rd.
Paducah, Ky. 42002-7408

Student appreciates education
Dear Editor:
The subject seems to come up in regards to American education again
and again. dii...hipadese arc beating us. They're turning ourstudents-who
score astonishingly high on standardized tests, while U.S. students lag
behind in every area. This, however, is somewhat of a misrepresentation. While the Japanese have more specialized schools, we have more
well-rounded schools. There is really no way to judge which type is
better, but my 12V2 years in the Murray City Schools have given me
quite a bit of insight into the benefits of a well-rounded education.
Education has come to mean many things to me. In the traditional
sense of the word, I've certainly been taught my reading, writing, and
arithmetic well. Small classes and individual attention, not to mention
enthusiastic teachers,area big part of that. In fact, my largest class this
year has only 19 students. Curriculum is important, too. I've had the
chance to take five advanced placement classes this year,'a major
advantage in applying to colleges.
The classroom is just the beginning of education,though. At Murray,
I've had the opportunity to be in the band for seven years,through which
I've not only learned music,but leadership and other interpersonal skills..
I've also met many different people whose personalities and view ponts
have greatly enriched my life. Yct. I haven't had to confine myself to
band. In a small school where sharing is essential, I've gotten to be
involved in the academic team, Spanish club, softball, TV club, and
other activities. They've all given me insights into life and people. I've
grown enormously because of each opportunity I've had at Murray High
School.
I'm already applying to colleges, and soon
be beginning my
adventure in higher education. So, I've come to appreciate what my high
school has done for me. I feel confident that I can succeed wherever!
choose to go because of my strong background in every aspect of a good
education.
Keisa Benneu
Murray High Senior

Murray High helps student
Dear Editor:
During the last four years of my life, I have greatly matured mentally
and emotionally. I know this is due, in a large part, to the things that I
have learned while a student at Murray High. The things! have learned,
however, have not just been facts for the next test. I have learned much
about the world that I live in and about myself. I have learned how to
deal with other people and how to participate in the act of sharing ideas.
These and other things have been the most important things I have •
learned. I do agree that the facts I have learned have helped me during an
academic team match, or in a discussion with my peers, but the other
things I have learned will help me throughout my lifetime.
For example,in my Enlgish class last year, we did much more than just
read a book and discuss what went on in the book. We talked about how
the book made us feel and how the book affected us. Also in the class, we
learned how to research a topic and to organize our ideas. In another
class, European History, we discuss the ideas of the chapter, not so much
the people and what they did in history. We also discuss how their
contributions affect us today.
•
Outside the classroom, in activities sponsored by the school, I have
learned things about others and myself also. On the speech team,I have
learned how to communicate, plus the added benefit of how to make
yourself get out of bed at 4:30 on a Satruday morning. On the soccer
team. I learned how to be part of a team. On the.drama team, I have
learned how to support each other by covering up one another's mistakes.
All of these experiences and others have made me a better person.
Meanwhile, I know that the classes 1 have taken, and am presently
taking, will help me in preparation for college. This year,lam presently
involved in the Advanced Placement curriculum, which teaches college
material in a college manner. It was very evident this past week just how
much this will be for my benefit. This past week, I had interviews at two
very respected colleges in New England. The difficult classes that I have
taken and the classes lam presently taking impressed both of the schools
very much. The variety of activities that my school offered also
impressed the schools.
So,as one can see, my education has meant much more to me than just
classes about facts. It has been a class about life also. I have enjoyed the
past four years more than lever thought would be possible that firstday 1,
walked into the school as a tiny freshman. I also know that will be
thankful for the experiences it has given me the rest of my life.
David Gilman Graves
Murray High .SchooL Senior

ANALYSIS

Clinton might look to Truman
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — As Bill
Clinton views what for him is a
bleak political landscape, he
might draw comfort from this
historical tidbit: The last Democrat to lose both the House and
Senate stormed back two years
later to reclaim it all — and then
some.
Harry Truman was humhled in
1946 by a Republican takeover of
Congress when dissatisfied voters
gave a clear answer to the Republicans' question "Had
enough?"
• The resulting deluge gave the
GOP a 51-45 edge in the Senate
a 246-188 maigirt in The
House, bringing to Congress
some Republican newcomers who
were later to make their mark in a
big way: Joseph R. McCarthy in
the Senate and Richard M. Nixon
in the House. (Some Democrats,
too: John F. Kennedy was in the
class of 1946.)
Truman glumly surveyed the
debacle and told a friend: "I
don't expect this Congress to be
any worse than the one I had to
deal with for the last two years."
Clinton, assessing the damage
after Tuesday's shellacking, said:
"They'sent us—a-elcar message. I
got it."
There is a sense of having been
there before. In 1946, the Repu-

blicans took 12 seats from the
Democrats in the Senate and 55
in the House. On Tuesday, the
Democrats lost eight seats in the
Senate — nine counting the
defection of Alabama's Richard
Shelby — and 52 in the House.
Truman was mistaken about
the lawmakers he would have to
deal with in the 80th Congress.
They cooperated with him in
foreign affairs but battled his
domestic program. So - much so
that Truman campaigned in 1948
against the "do-nothing Congress" and was elected president
to everyone's surprise but his
own.
Truman, like Clinton 48 years
4ater-,- -started—his—presidency
pushing unpopular programs.
With.Clinton, the irritanT was his
acceptance of gays in the military; Truman's was a 21-point
domestic program dubbed the
Fair Deal.
Conservatives in Congress
erected formidable barriers
against such liberal measures as
national health insurance, aid to
education, Social Security, full
employment and civil rights.
Clinton worked with a Democratic, Congress and yet could
manage only hair's breadth margins -for the -monoiiiie- program
that was at the center of his entire
election campaign. He had to
struggle for a crime bill once

regarded as consensus legislation. rising prices, labor unrest and
His health care program was shortages of consumer goods.
nearly a year in the making
Millions of servicemen and
instead of the 100 days he had
women were mustered out on his
promised, and it died aborning. watch and could not find a place
to live. "Had enough?" was a
Last week, Clinton said he had
spent so much time trying to get question that went straight to
legislation passed that he had
America's gut in 1946.
failed to communicate to the
Yet in the 1948 election,
American' people what he was Democrats picked up nine seats
achieving for them.
in the Senate and 75 in the
Truman had similar cause to House, regaining control of both
comPlain that he was mislinder- chambers.
stood. After all, he had presided
There may be a lesson, too, for
over the victory in the greatest
the president in how Truman
war the country had ever fought:
reacted to the .voters' displeasure
he had the gratitude of the milwith his administration.
lions who were preparing to
Ifl his State of the Union
invade Japan for using the atomic
a•
•
-bomb-4o•
ers: "I am the 20th president of
war.
the United States who, at some
But he could only lose in any
comparison with Franklin D. time during his term of office,
has found his own party to be in
Roosevelt, who. saw the country
through the Depression and the the minority in one or both
houses of Congress. The first Was
war. "To err is Truman,' was a
George Washington."
popular put-down.
The patrician Roosevelt
And more pointedly, in a letter
seemed born to the job he held
to his wife, Truman wrote: "I'm
through three terms and 82 days
doing as I damn please for the
into his fourth. Truman was a
next two years and to hell with
medium-sized man with a
all of them."
medium-sized reputation. He had
a thick Missouri accent and
reveled in small-town activities
EDITOR'S NOTE — Harry
like poker with the boys a
-F. Rosenthal covered Harry
Masonic Lodge.
Truman in Independence, Mo.,
He inherited the frustration for IS years after he left the
built up in the country by postwar
White House.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Nov. 6
Middletown (Ohio) Journal on the deaths of two boys in South
Carolina:
Many people were still speechless
when the latest. word got
around about the well-publicized South Carolina "carjacking"
case. Susan Smith, the woman who had deceived a nation for nearly two weeks about her missing toddler sons, had confessed and
been charged with their deaths. Her automobile — supposedly carjacked Oct. 25 — was pulled out of a lake (Nov. 3), her sons still
strapped in the back seat.
How could a mother do this to her sons? How could she stand
before a nation and plead shamelessly for the safe return of her
sons? If she didn't want her sons, why didn't she just -turn them

over to her ex-husband or give them up for adoption? Why take
their lives?
° The Susan Smith case clearly illustrates a problem most Americans are touched by in some faShion. Call it a lack of so-called
"family values," but in plain terms, there are too many young
parents who are not prepared for parenthood and are not willing to
make the enormous commitment required to raise a child.
When you add divorce, dating and remarriages to the equation,
the children often become extra baggage. They are passed around
among relatives or become helpless pawns in the emotional wars
between ex-spouses.
In this case, are we so shocked because of the deaths or because
of the convincing charade Susan Smith carried on?

Elections may not be felt until 1996
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Republican state legislators, especially those in the
Senate, are going to get a feeling
for what their national counterparts will be learning soon.
It is different on the inside.
Granted, the GOP has not
achieved a majority in the Kentucky General Assembly.
But, practically speaking, the
numbers are close enough so they
could mean a real difference in
the way business is conducted in
the legislature — especially in
the Senate, where there are 21
Democrats for what will almost
certainly be 17 Republicans.
Only two votes effectively
separate the Democrats from the
Republicans, determine whether
legislation passes or fails.
Bloc voting by party caucus
could be critical and the Republicans have demonstrated they are
somewhat more likely to toe the
party line than Democrats.
Political personalities will
come into play. And among the
21 Democrats, there are some
who cannot be counted on to stay
in the fold.
The 63-37 margin in the House
would appear to remain overwhelming. But some perspective
is in order. At the contentious
end of the 1994 General Assembly, when Democrats were'deeply
divided over budget and health
sire issues, the Republicans who
stood with the fiscal moderates
nearly carried the day. A swing
of eight votes, as took place in
the elections last week, would
have meant the difference.
Initially,it will likely mean the
legislature will take up some of
the hot-button issues that have
been kept quiet in recent sessions
— abortion, a constitutional
amendment to outlaw sodgmy,
school vouchers, maybe even

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
school prayer and right-to-work.
While those issues can tear the
sometimes thin fabric of collegiality in the legislature, two
more substantive topics will
almost surely be influenced by
Tuesday's elections.
Though a debate can be made
either way, the elections would
seem to make it less likely there
will be special sessions of the
legislature to approve construction projects or overhaul Kentucky's tax system.
The elections fortified the position • of what passed for fiscal
conservatism during the 1994
session against Gov. Brereton
Jones' $300 million shopping list
of state construction.
The Senate, generally, and the
House faction led by Speaker Joe
Clarke of Danville advocated that
stand and could benefit. Conversely, the build -it-all bloc
behind House Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo of Prestons-

burg was repudiated.
And Republicans in both
chambers generally stood on the
side of less spending.
In one of the curious twists of
the election, Julie Carman Rose
spent time criticizing incumbent
Sen. Susan Johns of Louisville
for opposing construction of a
convention center addition in
Louisville. In fact, it was Johns
who was leading the charge to
generate support for construction.
The result is now that construction of any sort is probably dead.
The matter of tax reform is
even more complicated.
Many of the successful newcomers last week campaigned on
some sort of tax platform —.cutting the inheritance or intangible
property_taxes or both, eliminating income taxes on pensions
from private sources or some
overhaul of the entire system
aimed at reform.
While such campaigns can be

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they Comply with the
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verifiontion is
necesEary.(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be moic than .5110 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced ir possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

lowing

fol-

popular, they ignore the other
side of the fiscal equation. Unlike
the federal government, Kentucky
cannot run a deficit. It must have
a balanced budget. •
Some have already begun casting a wanton eye toward the
budget surplus that could reach
$150 million. But that total probably won't last. Already, refunds
to government pensioners could
eat a third of that total. And
another third could be in jeopardy
if the federal courts don't let
Kentucky tinker with its Medicaid program.
That surplus is like a savings
account. It is not money that
recurs every year. Taxes do, so
any tax relief would be temporary
and illusory.
And any tax. reform has two
sides. If the inheritance tax is eliminated, something has to be cut
from state government spending
or taxes raised elsewhere.
It is almost axiomatic that people whose taxes are cut won't be
nearly as happy as the people
whose taxes are raised are mad.
If the Republicans pusn a taxcutting agenda, they are likery to
find little sympathy or help from
the Democrats in finding the least
painful way to do it. Republicans
in the past have made some halfhearted attempts to offer alternatives on such things as health
care reform and, even once or
twice, the budget. But they were
almost always half-baked or half
measures.
With new numbers and
renewed rhetoric, it is getting
close in'the time for Republicans
to put up or shut up in the
legislature.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for
The Associated Press.
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Emergency Committee will meet
Calloway County Local Emergency Planning Committee meeting
will be "uesday, Nov. 15, at 4:15 p.m. in the United Way Conference
room of Weaks Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. All members are urged to attend.

Free blood pressure tests Tuesday
Free blood pressure tests will be given Tuesday, Nov. 15, from
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church, Sycamore
and South 15th Streets, Murray. This is a free service of the church.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
. Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, Nov. 15,
-Two For A
.777:7= at 7 p.m. -at. Chamber of, Commerce- Centre, "It Takes,
Friendship" will be the program to be discussed by Doll Redic. The
SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for
single adults, whether always single, separated, divorad'or widowed.
For more information call Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda, 437-4414.

Health Express lists stops
.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital_ will make
stops ,on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 15, 16 and 17.
Offered will be blood pressure checks, pulse, and cholesterol and triglyceride screenings. Also available will be a Stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit at cost of $4. The express will be at Wal-Mart at Pans,
Tenn., from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. on Tuesday. On Wednesday, the express will be at Murray Post Office from 8:30 to 11:30
a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. On Thursday the express will be at Dresden,
Tenn., Court Square from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Bank of Weakley County at Palmersville, Tenn., from 12:30 to 3 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 14
Monday, Nov. 14
'
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
Calloway County Board of
Education/7 p.m./board office.
meeting/8 p.m /American Legion Buildelloway County Fire Protection Dising, South Sixth and Maple Streets.
trict 2 at 7 p.m./Pottertown Fire
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Station.
AIDS Memorial Quilt display:Curris
North Calloway Elementary School
Center Ballroom, Murray State/1-8
Site-based Decision Making_ Coun2il/5
.p.m.
p.m./school..
f*a- Rica*/ t7 -vai4Durfis---Genter-Purchase Area Toastmasters/6:30
Dance Lounge, Murray State. No
p.m./Calloway County Public Libra'ry.
charge.
Murray Rotary Club TV Telethon feaAdvanced class scheduling/9 am -4
turing Calloway County Schools/7-10
p m /first floor, Sparks Hall, Murray
p.m /cable channels.
State
Sigma Department of Murray
Fifth International Shoebox Sculputre
Woman's Club/7 p.m /club house.
Exhibition today through Dec. 16/EaSuburban Homemakers Club/7
gle Gallery, Fine Arts Center, Murray
p.m./home of Betty Wilson.
State.
Single Too/6:30 p m./Christopher's
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Restaurant. Info/7 5 3-08 1 7 or
Group/7 p.m./Lourdes Hospital, Padu753-3595.
cah. Info/1-502-444-2685.
- Kentucky Barkley Bass n Galsi7
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Kentucky Self-Help Group/7
West Kentucky Playwrights
p m./basement classroom, Western
workshop/7 p.m./Playhouse in the
Baptist Hospital. Paducah
Park. Info/759-1752.
'
Tuesday, Nov. 15
•
BiagePAleier --Valley---Volunteer - Fife
canoway -;coutiTy Lodiat rmergency
Department/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Planning Committee rneeting/4•15
Community Center. ,.
p m./United Way Conference Room,
First Presbyterian/Church events
Weeks Community Center
include Dorothy McKenzie Circle/1.
Technology Committee of Calloway
p.m./home of K. Schnautz; Dorothy
County High School Site-Based
Moore Circle/7:15 p.m./home of BarCounci1/4 p.m./Rcom 409/school.
bara Simons.
Murray Rotary Club TV Telethon feaFirst United Methodist Church events
turing Murray State University/7-10
International Dance for all agesi7
p.m./Fellowship Hall of First Presbyterian Church.
Quilt Lovers of Murray/6
p m./Calloway County Public Library
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Wranglers Riding Club/7 p m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank.

Advisory Council of Family Resource Center of Calloway County
I will meet Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 4 p.m. at East Elementary. All interested persons are welcome to attend. For more information call
753-3070.

Special event at Curris Center
Line dancing will be featured at Long John Silver area of CUffiS
Center on Tuesday, Nov. 15, from 7:30 to 9 p.m. The public is invited
to attend.

Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
Murray State University open/8:30
a.m to 1230 p.m. and 1:30 to 4:30
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Land Between the Lakes events
include City of Stars/11 a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Vfsitor Center.
Nature Centerand Homplace closed.
Info/1-800-455-5897.

Tyler Ross
Greer born

Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m/First
Presbyterian Church.
•
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m /Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
.Info/753-0082.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Breastfeeding Support, Group/6:30-8
p.m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Info/753-3381 or
-762-1425
Murray Moose Lodge events include
Officers' meeting/7 p.m.; Enrollment/8
p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Tim Greer of Rt
7, Box 1216, Murray, are the
parents of a son, Tyler Ross
Greer, born on Thursday, Oct. 6,
1994, at 7:36 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed nine pounds
two ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Cheri Harper. A brother is
Timothy Ryan Greer, 2.
' Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Greer and Mr. and Mrs. L.H.
Harper, all of Beaver Dam:

SUBSCRIBE

I

FRINGE
BENEFITS

Songfest will be Wednesday

Hair & Nails

The monthly Songfest will be Wednesday. Nov. 16, at 2:30 p.m. at
Fern Terrace Lodge. This, event is sponsored by Church Women
United of Murray and Calloway County. All interested persons art
invited to attend.

Michelle Thomas
is offering a
Perm Special 131) & up

Christian Support Group to meet

Includes Prey Minchlanicure

Call Michelle, today. to book your appointment.

The Christian Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m.
at First Christian Church. The name has been changed from Chronic
Support Group. It is for anyone who is distressed•for any reasong and,
is thirsting for Christian support, a group spokesperson said.

759-1874
604,/, Broad Ext. • Murray

Explorers selling fruit
Murray Medical Explorers is now selling Florida oranges and
grapefruit from Best Citrus of Florida. The sales will continue until
Nov. 29. The purpose of the sale is to raise funds for the Medical
Explorer Post. To place your orders or for more information call
Kathy Hodge at 762-1381 or Jeromy Painter at 753-4162.

Parent-Teacher Conferences planned
Calloway County Middle School-Will—have Parent-Teacher conferences on Thursday, Nov. 17, from 5 to 7 p.m. Letters concerning the
conference are being sent home and all parents should receive information pertaining to the educational success of their children for the
first our weeks of the second quarter of instruction. Also Nov. 13-19
it American Education Week and the public is encouraged to visit the
schools.

Lodge plans bowling tournament
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 of Free and Accepted Masons will have a
Turkey Shootout Bowling Tournament on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. ,
19 and 20, at 1 p.m. and 3 p.m., both days. This will be held at
Corvette Lanes, Murray.

Poinsettia sale now underway
Calloway County Homemakers are having a special sale of poinsettias for the holiday season. Orders for the poinsettias'should be in the
office of Calloway County Extension Service. Weaks Center, by
Thursday. Nov. 17. The poinsettias will be delivered by Dec. 1. For
information call 753-1452.

MMS plans Parent Night
Murray Middle School teachers will sponsor "Parent Night" on
Thursday, Nov. 17, from 6:30 to 8 p.m. This is especially for parents
of special education and at-risk students. Baby sitting will be available
and refreshments will be served.

Lewis Trust Fund at Bank of Murray
A trust fund has been establised at the Bank of Murray for Chelsey
Lewis, five-month-old daughter of Tim Lewis and Amanda Lewis who
died Oct. 26 after a short illness. Serving as trustees of the account are
Joe Hedges, manager of Murray State University News Bureau, and
Anne Adams, executive director of Murray Tourism Commission.
Donations may be mailed to either Adams or Hedges or directly tethe
Bank cf Murray, P.O. Box 1080, Murray, KY 42071. Amanda worked
as a secretary at the News Bureau and the Chamber of Commerce and
was a nursing student at MSU.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

KATHY MOWERY photo

ONEIDA WHITE, left, and MARGE SHOWN presented a "Name That
Tune" contest at the October meeting of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club. Contest winners were Barbara Brandon and Kay
Ray. The department will meet Tuesday, Nov. 15, at 7 p.m. with the
program, "Music In the Theater," to be pressented by Lana Bell of Playhouse In the Park. Hostesses will be Debbie D'Angelo, Barbara Brandon, Sally Duford, Brenda Hines, Kathy Morris, Kathy Mowery, Nancy
Rose and Louise Weatherly.

Cheyenne Maddox born
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Maddox
of 209 South 15th St., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Cheyenne Maddox, born on Tuesday. Nov.. 1, 1994, at 1 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds
15 ounces and measured 19V.
inches. The mother is the former
Kimberly Kaufman.

UPS Pick-Up

DISCOUNTS
ON YOUR
INSURANCE PREMIUMS
Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, HOME,
FARM AND BUSINESS
coverages too

Daily Monday-Friday

UPS

Grandparents are Jim and Judy
Kaufman of Herrin, Ill., and
David and Janice Maddox of
Madisonville--

Enjoy Thanksgiving week in sunny Hollywood. Florida. 2 large luxury hotel
rooms. 9th floor overlooking city, sleeps
4 adults comfortably. kitchenett, 2 full
baths and 2 T.V.'s. Boating. sailing deep
sea fishing, scuba diving, golf. Jai-Alai.
from
horse racing,dog racing - all within a short distance
the Hollywood Beach Tower.
something.
$600 or possibly will trade for
Call Don at
(502) 354-6395

ARP1E1T 81 FLOOR CCDVERIING
Corne...See Our New Store
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Over 25 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight
Jay Knight
Mitch Knight
,,
Hwy 641 '' 10,

Sales & Installation

753-7728
V..ittql, to 7

Mway
lom 1010,110
0091111

-r load Fight 1500 yards

Peppermat8
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We can provide information about qualifying for

Herat(' "Jack" Romaine
licensed In KY & TN
7594033 Of 753.0873
401 & 12th SL •'Army

For Your Convenience Now Offers

Ml' 9 am -8 p.m. Sat 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-S p.m.
7%1-2180
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

Tuesday, Nov. 15
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./Educational Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray High School events include
Golf/Soccer banquet/7 p.m.
-Duo piano recital by Dr. Stephen arid
Eike Brown/8 p m /Farrell' Recital Halt
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State.
MSU Volleyball with Austin Peay'7
p.m 'Racer Arena
AIDS Memorial Quilt display/Curds
Center Ballroom. Murray State/1-7

. I'

Reach -Out Callers 11/4 p m.;
Friendship/Hannah/7 p.m /home of
Judy Stahler.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6 30 o m
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
open/1:30 to 4:30 p.m. Admission free

Resource Center Council will meet

Ship Weekly & Sate Money

Tuesday, Nov. 15
Calloway County High School Class
of 1975 meeting for reunion ,7
p m /Take Me Back Cafe
Calloway County High School Class
of 1985 meeting for reunion/7
p m./Pagliai's
Animal. Shelter open/1,5 _p.m,.
Murray Art Guild Open/10 a.m.-4 irm
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9.30
a.m. and Story Hour/10•30 a.m.
Senior Saints of Grace Baptist
Church potluck/11:45 am
Christian Support Group/7 pm /First
Christian Church. First United Methodist Church events
include Trustees/noon/Pagliai's.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Library open/
10-1130 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Weigh to Win/6:30
p.m./Gleason Hall: MSU Bible
'Study/.8.15 p.m./Newman Hall.
FlYst HapITS1 thiftereVeititt Maude'
Mothers' Day Out/9
and 3 p.m.
Hazel Center open 10 a.m,-2. p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
Weaks Community Center open 8
a.m.-4 p.m.' tor senior citizens'
activitiEs.
Dexter Community Center open 9:30
a.m.-2:30 p.m. for senior citizens'

gift shoppe

Grand Opening Celebration
Thurs., Nov. 17th - Sat., Nov. 19 New Face, New Look, New Products, New Name,
Double the Size & Merchandise
A,
Door Prizes• Special Savings
Gourmet Food Samples

A

Holiday Open House
Srnday, Nov. 20 • 1-4 p.m.

',II 1111 Ii

®
We'll always be there for you.
%weer Insurance co. Home OM, Columbia MO

Peppermill's..."Ahvays in Good Taste"
Bel-Air Center • Murray (formerly the Panhandler)
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Yesterday's Scores

1 f•

Sunday's NFL results
wsP,'

Arizona 10 N V Giants 9
New Orleans 33 Atlanta 32
Chicago 17 Miami 14
Cleveland 26 Philadelphia 7
Cincinnati 34 Houston 31
New England 26 Minnesota 20 OT

San Diego 14 Kansas City 13
San Francisco 21 Dallas 14
L A Raiders 20 L A Rams 17
Green Bay 17 N V Jets 10
Denver 17 Seattle 10
Detroit 14, Tampa Bay 9

PORTS

• VOLLEYBALL: murray State vs Aust,n Pear
7 p m Racer Arena

Tiger Trap
er

Homeless Racers fail
to hold 11-point lead
in 24-21 loss to TSU

•

By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Things were looking great for
Murray State early in the fourth
quarter of Saturday's game with
Tennessee State.
•--The- Racers were winning
21-10 in their final home game
of the Season and were well on
--their way to clinching their first
winning season in five years.
The script for a. perfect day at
MSU was being followed to a
tee.
The only problem was drat no
one bothered to fill Tennessee
State in on the plans.
Instead of letting the Racer
fans go away happy with the
assurance of more wins than
losses this year, the Tigers
struck back with two fourth
quarter touchdown passes to
down the Racers 24-2101eaving
players, coaches and everyone
else associated with the Murray
State team with a stunned
expression.
Murray State, now 5-5, must
wait another week to try and get
the all-important sixth win
when they travel to Western
Illinois thiN Saturday to close
out the year. The Racers have
been successful on the road this
season, however, with a 4-1
record away from Murray.
"We had this game,” Murray
State coach Houston Nutt said
after his team fell to just 1-4 at
home this season. "This loss is
WOESC than two weeks ago

4
ar

Tenn. State 24, RACERS 21
Tennessee Si.

7 3 0 14-24
7 7 0 7-21
SaT7lf—Pavis 18 run (Pruttt luck)
MSU—Hall 65 pass from Bona (Lombard luck)
TSU—FO Phen 28
MSU—SAcGowan 12 run (Lombard WOMSU—McGowan 1 run (Lombard luck)
TSU—Segree 28 pass from Williams (luck blocked)
TSU—Ssgree 68 pastreorh
A-5.138

ventarnettvenent prey
TSU

Firm downs
Rushes-yard.
Pasung
Return Yards
Cornp.Att-Int
Punts
Fumbies-lcst
Ponalbes.Vards
TIM al Possauton

25
-33.129
326
47
22-47.2
636
0-0
12-112
30 08

11SU
13
49167
94
35
5-18-1
7-38
0-0
6-40
21162

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING—Tennessee Sr. Davis 20-88, Wallace
5.18. Daryl Mums 5-12 Murray St., Scarborough
19-83, lAcGowan 17-56 McCann 8.32
PASSING—Tannessaw St. Daryl Williams 17-33.1
194 R Warms 614-0 134 Murray Sr. Bona 5.14.1
94
RECEIVING—Tennessee Sr.. Sigma Sr 34 C Jona.
7.102, Vassar 4-39 Murray St. Hall 1-65, Shepherd
1-21, Bland 3.8

(against Tennessee Tech)
because we had this victory in
our jaw; we tasted it. We were
getting it to where (Tennessee
State) would keel over, but at
21-10, we needed one more
burst bad.''
After taking a 21-10 lead on
a one-yard run by Waynee
McGowan on the first play of
the fourth quarter. Murray
looked to be in control and well
on their way to a win.
But the second half has been
unkind to the Racers several
times this season, and Saturday
would be no exception.
With 12:12 left in the game,

•See

Page 7

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State sophomore cornerback Renardo Hampton (28) picks off a Tennessee State pass at the end of the first half of Saturday's 24-21 Racer
loss, while teammate Reuel Shephard (14) stands ready to assist.

ingtmempr-v—
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49ers dash Dallas demonsSan Francisco
tops Cowboys

4.

By DENNIS GEORGATOS
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Sure enough, San Francisco's
change of defensive personnel
changed the result against the
Dallas Cowboys.
With Merton Hanks and Dcion
Sanders combining for three
interceptions and the remade unit
harassing Troy Aikman and clogging Emmitt Smith's running
lanes, the 49ers beat the Cowboys
San Francisco QB Steve Young
finally beat Dallas.

21-14 Sunday.
"This defense was revamped
basically to beat Dallas," said
Hanks, who had two interceptions. "It was put up or shut up
time for us and we pretty much
came through."
The victory ended San Francisco's string of three straight losses
to Dallas, including defeats in the
past two NFC championship
games.
"The Cowboys have given this
team fits the last couple of years;
and 1 wanted to help change
that," said linebacker Ken Norton Jr., who left Dallas after a
Pro Bowl season last year to join
San Francisco as a free agent.
"We made a statement as to
how good we can be," Norton
said. "Things worked. We were
very physical and hopefully we
can sustain this week-in and

week-out."
Norton is one of six new
defensive starters since San Francisco's 38-21 loss to the Cowboys in the conference title game
last January. And it was Sanders,
another of the newcomers, who
allowett—Hanks to return from
right corner to free safety, his
more natural position.
"They're a different team.
They have different personnel,"
said Aikman, whose three interceptions were his first in the past
four games against the 49ers.
"Their defense this year is better than last year's. We just
couldn't get the ball in the end
zone when we needed to," added
Dallas' Em,mitt Smith. "Three
turnovers against a good team
like that, you're going to get
beat, and that's the bottom line."
With San Francisco's defense

preserving a 7-all tie, the 49ers
(8-2) shook loose from Dallas
(8-2) in the third quarter with
Steve Young's 57-yard scoring
pass to Jerry Rice.
Young then put together an
87-yard drive, hitting Brent Jones
with a 13-yard TD pass that put
San Francisco up 21-7. Smith's
second scoring run, a 2-yarder
with 1:20 left, got Dallas closer,
but Ed McCaffrey recovered the
Cowboys' onside kick to end any
threat of a comeback.
Smith, who rushed for 294
yards in the previous three games
against San Francisco, was held
to 78 yards in 26 carries as Rickey Jackson, Gary Plummer and
Norton, all free-agent pickups,
helped keep him in check.
Troy Aikman, playing with a
IN See Page 7

AFC's Browns, Chargers score big victories
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
For the San Francisco 49ers, it
was all about reaffirmation —
just as it was on a different scale
for the Cleveland Browns and
San Diego Chargers.
Cleveland and San Diego both
improved to 8-2 with road victories. The Browns snapped Randall Cunningham's 20-win streak
at Veterans Stadium with a 26-7

pasting of the Eagles. The Chargers rallied from a 13-0 deficit to
edge Kansas City 14-13.
Those triumphs might have
paled in comparison to the 49ers'
establishing themselves as NFC
co-favorites with a 21-14 decision against two-time defending
Super Bowl champion Dallas.
But they were plenty significant.
"People (in Cleveland) still are
wondering if, without the base-

.c2- •
"Murray's Friendly
Home Stereo Dealer"
is now open Monday thru Friday 8 to 6
Christmas.
and Saturday 8-1

RCA

Pioneer

Hitachi

Carver

linden • Toshiba

cipps

AUDIO /VIDEO
808 Coldwater Rd. * Financing Available * 759-1835

ball strike, the Indians were
going to win the pennant,"
Browns linebacker Pepper Johnson said. ''When are the players
going to get their just due? This
game right here was a respect
thing."
Which they should get after
beating the Eagles (7-3), one of
the NFC's best.
And the Chargers should get it,
too, following their gutsy

Par 3 Golf

& Sports Center

(ItA

comeback.
"We have a lot of young players on this team, but I think this
team has a lot of character," said
quarterback Stan Humphries, who
threw for two TDs as the Chargers moved two games ahead of
the Chiefs (6-4) in the AFC
West.
As for the 49ers, the NFL's
team of the 1980s that hasn't won
a chamPienship sinte 1989, they

Golf
9 Holes
18 Holes

$3.00
$5•00

Weekends & Holidays

$4.00
9 Holes
$7.00
18 Holes
Carts $3.00 per 9 Holes
• Golf Lessons Available •
$1, $2, & $3.50 Buckets
Practice Range
50C
$1.75 Batting Range
Miniature Golf
N. 16th Si., Murray
753-1152

offered evidence they are ready
to challenge the almighty Cowboys (8-2).
"This was a big ;win for us,
because these are the guys who
have knocked us out, and those
were bitter losses the last couple
of years," Steve Young said after
he threw for two scores and ran
for another.

Young wasn't nearly the day's
hottest quarterback, though. Drew
Bledsoe set NFL records for
completions (45) and attempts
(70) as he lifted New England
past Minnesota 26-20 in
overtime.
Tonight, Buffalo visits Pittsburgh. Indianapolis and Washington were idle.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

_4,04P•lie

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
:Xt4iar

Owners Geirald Boyd and Ronnie Melvin

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
TIRE
753-1111

44
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Cooper "
TIRES

MADE IN TN! U.S.A.
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II Sports Briefs

FROM PAGE 6
VOLLEYBALL

Racers finish Commonwealth t-1.
MOREHEAD — Murray State split matches against Western Kentucky and Louisville on. Saturday in the Commonwealth Classic at
Morehead State.
Murray (19-12) defeated the Hilltoppers 3-1 in the first match
before falling 3-1 - to highly-regarded Louisville in the second game.
Against Western (22-9), Racer seniors Gina Buscher and Sarah
Dearworth each had 15 kills as MSU went on to win 7-15, 15-11,
15-11, and 15-13.
Murray State returns home Tuesday night at 7 p.m. to host Austin
Pcay in the final home match of the season.
TRACK AND FIELD

Track star Rudolph dies Saturday
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Wilma Rudolph, the inspirational sprinter whose swift legs conquered polio and carried
her to three gold medals in the 1960 Olympics, died Saturday of brain cancer. She was 54.
Rudolph, shackled with leg braces as a child that kept her
from walking until age 9, become the first American woman
.
to win three gold medals in track and field in one
.
Olympics.
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Nebraska remains No. 1 in AP poll
(AP) — Top-ranked Nebraska maintained its load oyez.,
2 Penn State, and Alabama. climbed to No, 4 on'Sunday in
The Associated Press college poll.
- - Nebraska topped Penn State. 39-23 in first-place votes_ and,,,
held an overall lead of 18 points.

I

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N.

12th (next to McDonald's)

Good service,
good coverage,
good priceThat's
State Farm
in-surance.
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All Times CST
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
W L T Pct. pF PA
-7 1 —0- 3130-234-t137
Buffalo
5 4 0 .556 195 1 5
N V Jets
5 5 0 .500 173 184
Indianapois
4 6 0 .400 216 233
4 6 0 .400 210 239
New England
Central
Cleveland
8 2 0 SOO 219 118
Pittsburgh
6 3 0 .667 153 146
Cincinnati
2 8 0 .200 175 251
140uslon
1 9 0 .100 147 218
woo
San Diego •
8 2 0 .800 243 164
Kansas City
6 4 0 .600 195 102
LA Raiders
5 5 0 .500 203 222
4 6 0 .400 220 243
Denver
Seattle
3 7 0 .300 195 196
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
W I T Pct. PF PA
Dallas
.800 262 141
8 2
Philadelphia
.700 216 174
7 3
.400 126 198
Arizona
4 6
N.Y. Giants
3 7
.300 171 220
Washington
2 8
.200 220 279
Central
Minnesota
7 3
.703 224 164
Chicago
6 4
1300 172 182
Green Bay
6 4
600 205 143
Detroit
5 5
.500 199 217
Tampa Say
2 8
200 124 229

759-9888

Si
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
Slate Farm hsurence Companies
Hone Offices Bloomington Woe

San F ranosco

Atlanta
LA Rams
New Orleans

8
5

2 0
5 0

800 295 186
.500 200 226

4

6

.400 179 197

0

4 6 0 400 209 261
Sunday's Gain..
Anzona 10_Aleor Pork Giants 9
New Orleana 33. Atlanta 32
Chicago 17. Mani 14
Cleveland 26. PNIadelphia 7
Cincinnati 34, Houston 31
New England 26, Minnesota 20. OT
San Dego 14. Kansas City 13
San Francisco 21, Dallas 14
Los Angelea Raiders 20, Los Angeles Rant. 17
Green Bay 17. New York Jets 10
Denver 17. Seattle 10
Detroit 14. Tampa Bay 9
OPEN DATE Indianapolis, Washington
Monday', Game
Buffalo at Pittsburgh, 8 p in
Sunday, Nor. 20
Cleveland at Kansas City. noon
Detroit at Chicago. noon
Green Bay at Buffalo. noon
Indianapolis at Cinonnatr. noon
Marrs at Pittsburgh. noon
San Pogo at New England. noon
Washington at Dallas. noon
Atlanta at Denver, 3 pm
Na. Orleans at Los Angeles Raiders. 3 p m
New York Jets at Minnesota, 3'p.m.
Philadelphia at Anzona, 3 pm.

Tampa Bay at Seattle. 3 p in
Los Angeles Rams at San Francisco
Monday. Nov. 21
New Vont Giants at Houston. 8 pm

7

pm

Tennessee State second-string
quarterback Robey Williams, a
freshman, found wide receiver
Lawrence Segree for a 28-yard
touchdown pass. The point-after
kick was blocked, leaving the
Racers up 21-16.
Murray's next series ended
with a punt, a 50-yard boomer
that shoved the Tigers back to
their own 19. But again, Williams
and Segree were up to the
challenge.
On first and 25 from the TSU
32, Williams connected with
Segree near midfield. Murray
State defenders Elliott Dunn and
William Hampton, both trying to
tackle Segree, collided with each
other instead, and Segree raced
untouched into the end zone. Williams then completed a two-point
conversion pass to Clarence
Jones, and suddenly Murray's
party plans looked in serious
doubt, with TSU leading 24-21.
"We knew we had to bring
pressure, but when you do that
and you miss one tackle, the play
can end up in the end zone," Nutt
_said. "They're an explosive team,
and Segree and Jones both have a
chance to play on Sundays.
"Elliott Dunn and William
Hampton were both going for the
ball, and they just collided," Nutt
added. "But the blitz is where
you miss an Anthony Hutch, a
speed guy on the edge."
At that point (7:07 remaining),
Murray State still had plenty of
time to move the ball for a tying
or winning score, but the offense
took a nosedive. The Racers' next
series netted 15 yards before a
punt, and by the time MSU saw
the ball again, the clock showd
just 2:34.
That series went backward,
with quarterback Herman Taylor
being sacked for an 11-yard loss
back to the three, forcing a punt.
TSU then ran out the last 1:42 for

thewut
"Late in the game, they started
blitzing with seven- and eightman fronts; but the offensive line
did a good job for the most part,"
said McGowan, who played his
last game at Stewart Stadium.
Tennessee State coach Bill
Davis said his defense held up
the entire game until the offense
caught up. "The old saying goes,
defense wins football games,
offense sells tickets, so we sold a
few tickets that fourth quarter,"
he said. "But our defense really
held off until they got there.
That's the thing I've been telling
them all year that our defense is

qinr__7 17arAiihw

•49ers...
FROM PAGE 6
sore thumb, was 23-of-42 for 339
yards but was hurt by the three
pickoffs. The 49ers (8-2) won
their fifth straight and moved into
a tie-with Dallas atop the NFC
standings.
"It was not a factor on the turnovers I had," Aikman said of
the bone bruise to his right
thumb. "It, would be wrong to
suggest it had a major effect on
my performance.
The win gives the 49ers a tiebreaker edge for home-field
advantage in the playoffs and a
psychological lift for wherever a
playoff meeting might occur.
"You don't win championships until January," said Hanks,
who had an apparent third interception overruled by the officials.
"We'll see what happens in
January."
"This win proves we are a
team to be contended with,
nothing more," Young said.
"Yet, we needed to prove that,
and we did."

just going to have to hold off
until the other troops get there."
The loss overshadowed a solid
rushing performance by Tim
Scarborough, who gained 83
yards on 19 carries, while McGowan tallied 59 yards on 17 carries
with two touchdowns. The Racers
owned a 188-144 edge on the
ground, but TSU's 328 yards
through the air pushed the overall
total in their favor, 457-261.
"Tim Scarborough has gotten
better all year, and we knew he
would," Nuu said.
Tennessee State notched the
game's first score, when tailback
Darron Davis ran up the middle
from 18 yards away at the 4:30
mark of the first quarter, giving
the Tigers a 7-0 edge.
Murray State then struck back
in lightning-quick fashion when
quarterback Benji Bona passed to
a wide-open Matt Hall for a
65-yard score on the next play
from scrimmage, knotting the
game at 7-all.
TSU took a 10-7 lead on a
28-yard field goal by Brian Pruitt
early in the second period before
the Racers put together a long
drive to take the lead heading
STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Tunes.
into halftime. McGowan took the
Racer freshman Sean Nolen (4) breaks up a Daryl! Williams pass
ball in from 12 yards out, capdenies Tennessee State receiver Lawrence Segree from making t,
ping a 10-play, 79-yard series
play.
that gave Murray State a 14-10
lead heading into halftime.
Renardo Hampton ended a-TSU drive with an interception
just before halftime, and WitliaiTr—
Hampton picked off another
Tiger pass early in the third quarOwner, DWAIN WARR
MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
ter, just one play after the Tigers
Completely Erected, Including Concrete R
CHECK THESE
dropped what looked to be a sure
Not Pre Fab. Carpenter Built. All Quality Ma
FEATURES:
touchdown pass.
I. 5.5-supporting 2
A. 4" concrete floor
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0.0
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J
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B 12" looting
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C. Polyurethane
third quarter," Nutt said. "I felt
K
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good then, but when they scored,
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G
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about two minutes that we were
bottom plates
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e
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but there's a fine line between
P. 2010 headers
undersiding
winning and losing."
0. 4,4 raised
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding
McGowan said he will treat_
We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
this, his final week as a Racer,
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
just like any other game.
Deluxe Models
"I'll come out and work hard
Vinyl Siding
this week," he said. "As far as us
$3,525 1./2 CAR (12x20)
1.12 CAR (12x20)
having a better record on the road
$4,325 2 CAR (18)(20)
2 CAR (18x20)
than at home, I don't know if it
$4,625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
flip-flops or what, but when
$4,825 2./2 CAR (24x24)
2'!, CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2./2 CAR (24x30)
we're on the road we can get by
LARGE 2./2 CAR (24x30)
ourselves. Our backs are against
ATI F TION IS 0
the ball on the road, and it's kind
of an 'us against the world' kind
of thing."

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO

Tackle
A Pizza
At Gatti's.

fw.67,firdikV

GRAND
BUFFET SPECIAL

‘1411.10

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

5

Seafood on Grand Buffet $5.49

Seniors $4.99
We Welcome Your Christmas Parties.
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TEMCO American Dreamim
Vent-Free Gas Logs & TEMCO Fireplaces
A major breakthrough in Gas Log Technology

One All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffet
Lunch Only

INSURANCE
Ask about Shelters
HOME, LIFE, CAR,
AND FARM
coverages too
Harold "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY I TN
758-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St - Iturray

•Money-saving supplemental heat
-Beautiful, realistic glowing logs & embers
'No soot • No ashes
'Easily installed in nearly all factory-built and
masonry wood-burning fireplaces
•Three-control settings provide the look and the heat
you want

t • Available

„Shelter !romance Co. Horns Office Columbia. PAD

2

$329

Dinner Only

I PICK-UP OR DELIVF:IfY
•
•

In Natural or l.P

2 Medium
Pizzas
2 Large
Pizzas
'<baring] Crow
10 Tawny
'Up
*Coupon not rood with
any other purchase thin,
11/17/94

for

$699

'Coupon not good with
any other purchase thrii
94
11'17,

g

11
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• Buy any Large or Medium
I Pizza at Full Regular Price,
• Get a 12" Dessert Pizza

FREE!!
•Coiroon nor areal sith
4-4 other purrh•44 Ihnt
II 1794

Is

dAy

Now in stock at.

rilLIRgAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Silt El (II

e
We'll always be there for you.

Two All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

'Coupon not rood wIth
any other purchase thin,
11/1744.

We can provide information and coverage for your

BUSINESS

1994

208 E. Main St.

•

753-3361

753-6656

Chestnut St.
The Best Pizza In Town...

Wymeili—/

•,-

•

•
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CLASSIFIED

••

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
OlaPicof

TO PLACE
AN AD

46.00 Column- kWh
,1111% throsuel Snd
in Name 3td
tam PsalegJ
(APJAdstatithat
11.76 per column Inch Iladro for

TualdaY (Mopping Guido).

listasIsLeda
254 per word, 15.00 minimum
Idelay.fd perwordperday tor
each addllianol conseaulhe
day. 11.75 eider tor Shopper
Cues Clasalleds go Into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box oda

Ardlak..$2.1121r1Paid
Al2.0318* vd11 be mdultaid to molts
any changes to ad aka doodano.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
010
020
025
030
040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & FOund

280
FARMERS MARKET
190

370
390
400
550

Farm Equipment
Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & SLipplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

285
300
310
320
330

340
36C

CALL 753-1916

EMPLOYMENT
Heip Wanted
Domestic & Chllacare
.. Situation Wonted
Buaness Opportunity
Instruction

060
070
090
100
110

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mobile Homes for Rent
Mobile Home Lots for Pent
Busness Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
.. Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
çor Rent or Lease

SERVICES

TRANSPORTATION
470

Motorcycles

480

Auto Services

485
490
495

Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

500
510
520

The Contract Documents may be examined
at the following places:
1. Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803
Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071-2432.
2. Kenar Architectural and Engineering,
Inc., 100 West 11th Street, Benton, KY
42025-1446.
3. Associated General Contractors of Western Kentucky, 1930 North 13th Street,
Paducah, KY 42001 and 601 North 4th
Street, Murray, KY 42071.
4. F.W. Dodge Corp.:Suite 107, 1133 West
Mill Road, Evansville, IN 47710.
Or may be obtained from Kenar Architectural and Engineering,Inc. upon payment of
a $10.00 deposit which is non-refundable.
Contractors must conform to all requirements of the Davis-Bacon Act and the
Federal Minimum Wage Rates.
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital reserves the right to reject or accept any bid
and to waive all formalities.
KENAR ARCHITECTURAL AND
ENGINEERING, INC.
100 West 11th Street
Benton, KY 42025
Phone (502) 527-1481

020

n2n
Notice
MASSAGE THERAPY &
SPA-TYPE BODYWORKS
by licensed therapist
Health Industries office
753-2613/ Res: 527-8465.

SANTA
FOR HIRE
Do you need a Santa
to entertain your
party. To cheer up a
young Child Or just for
an office party. Any or
all occasions' For reservations call 7591303 after 3:00 p.m.

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age lime to apply If
your present poirey is
over 10 years old, it
may not paver some of
the newer treatments
such as chemother
apy For free information call

INTERIOR & exterior paint
sale 5 gallon can $20 Get
at Black's Decorating Center, 701 South 4th St,
Murray

i ear

Glamour Shots
Christmas!
Murray Montessori
$14.95 (sitting tee)
Sat., Nov. 19, 1994
Given With Payment
753-8380

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an -almost
guaranteed issue" and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+
rated companies to give you the best
possible rates and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753.4199

MRS. Theresa, Psychic
Reader & Advisor. A true
born psychic, gifted from
God 554-7904 call for
appointment
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804.
THE Brothers of Alpha
Sigma Phi are having their
first annual rake & run
athon for residents of Murray. Will rake yard for donation. More information call
Charlie Wright 762-3839,
or Mark Walker 762'-4130.

Nationwide

1.800-455-4199

155
160
165
170
1 ,50
195
200
210

REAL ESTATE SALES

270
365
420

Articles For Sale
. Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum CleanerS .... Sewing Machines
----

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood

220
240
260
380

430
435
440

450
460

Mobile Homes For Sale
-- For Sole or Lease
- Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Farms Fo Sale
Homes For Sale

OFFICE HOURSz
Mon.-Fd. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MISCELLANEOUS

Musical
Miscellaneous
T.V. & Radio

410
540
560

Pets & Supplies

570

Public Sale
Fcx Trade
Free Column
Wanted

• toodfinos ors 2 days
In odvancol

tad

EXPERIENCED waitress
Must be highly motivated
with out going personality
Hours available are
Sam -3 30pm, Mon-Fri Off
Sat & Sun Apply in person
at Pam's Cake Hut 410
Main St

PIZta
-HutNow accepting
applications or

Delivery Drivers
Must be able to work
Apply in
weekends
person, Murray. Ky.

DRIVERS, must be 18yrs
old & proof of insurance
Apply in person Domino's
Pizza, 117 S 12th St

Card
of Thanks

6
:
•)°
Card of Thanks
The family of
Otrie Dixon would
like to thank all the
friends and neighbors for all the food,
flowers, kindness
and prayers shown
at the time of his
illness and death.
To the nurses,
Miller
Funeral
Home, the singing,
Bro. Cain, Bro.
Miller, the pallbearers, may God's
blessings be on each
and every one.
Alice Dixon
Lois Dixon
Nieces & Nephews

Help
Wanted

FREE recyclable cardboard Large office building
seeks individual willing to
transpodboard to re
cycling center. You keep all
profits If interested call
502-924-5897.

The Book Rack
New Discount Books
Trade & Sell Used Paperbacks
Special Orders
Cards & Gifts
Dixie-Wfd Shopping Center • 753.4821
,ti,t_411110
,

K.0114,7,-A4A1h.

Photo Greeting Cards
Price

Early Bird Special If Ordered
Before November 29 1994

. 20 r

$999

10 Extra Cards & Envetopes Free

I

18.99

15EaraCards&Enveiopes Free

60

26 99

20 Extra Cards & Envelopes Free

100 l

39 99

25 Extra Cards & Envelopes Free

I .40

Arteraft Photography
1608 N. 121 • 753-0035

BABYSITTER needed
College or high school with
own transportation on
weekends, some week
nights 492-6102

DRIVERS Flatbed E xp/
Home Most Weekends/
Conventional Tractors With
Double Walk In Sleepers
Pay
Ex celent
BOO 262 5461
DRIVERS Hiring Drivers to
be based in Nashville, TN
Singles & Teams 'New
Equipment' •Time Off
Plan' •99% No Touch
Freight' Great Pay & Ben
etas''Great Miles' Call ab
out our Owner/Operator
Plan 800-445-2076

McDonald's
McDonald's
of Murray
Now Hiring
Shift Manager
to $6 per hour.
Apply In person
at McDonald's.

Went
To Buy

DO you need a GED? Do CLEANING houses is my CASH for mobile home ANTIQUES by the piece or
business Reliable and ex- tires & axles 436-2578, collections 753-9433 day
you need hope for the fupenenced, references Call 901-644-0679
or night
ture and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB Linda 759-9553
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not lull time high HOUSEWORK done Call
school students Call Rose 474-2131, leave
753-9378 Five days a week phone number & name
Tooter Burger. Fries Coke
$4.50
between 8-00am-3 00pm. IN home daycare NonVeg. Soup or Chili, Grilled Cheese, Drink $3.60
This project is funded by smoking environment.
Chili
Dog,
Nachos, Drink
the Job Training Partner- Mother of one References.
5.4.00
ship Act thieugh the ken---Natv:-Days hiked "Mit furp&-- _Pork Tenderloin, White Beans,
tucky Department for Em- activities 753-6980
Cornbread Cakes, Drink
$4.50
ployment Services and the
1/2 Lb. Tooter Burger, Fries, Milkshake
$5.25
West Kentucky Private In- SATISFACTION GUARHot Dog, Fries, Shake
$3.50
dustry Council This is an ANTEED! Professional
Tooter Dog, Nachos & Cheese, Drink
$4.00
Equal Opportunity prog- cleaning homes & offices
ram Auxiliary aids and ser- References Call Wanda
Hazel, Ky. • Phone 492-6111
vices are available upon 435-4640
request to individuals with WILL live-in with elderly or
From Murray turn left first street past U-Tote-Em
disabilities
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.; Sun. 1 p m.-4:30 p.m.
housekeeper for people

Tooter's Daily Specials

AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
KNOTT'S FOODS
has an opportunity
in route sales of
Lithe
Debbie
Snack Cakes in
the Murray area.
Paid Hosp.- Paid
vacation. Apply in
person - 125 N.
Blakemore Street,
Paris, Tn. No
phone calls.
HIRING night-time closers
day-time sandwich makers
& day-time grillmen Apply
in person at Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut, Murray Ask to
speak to a manager
MAID, immediate opening
4-5 days per week $5/hr
Apply at Days Inn
753-6706

fisherPrice®
Monday thru Friday, 8 to 5
Got you down?

JOIN OUR TEAM!!
Fisher-Price is seeking applicants Interested in
working the 12 hour swing shift as a regular full-time
production operator in the molding department.
Start rate of pay is $5 43 per hour with an increase to
$5.77 per-hour with full benefit package the first of
the month following completion of 90 days You
have the opportunity to advance to $8.33 per hour.
Please apply only if you are interested in working for
a progressive company whose "work is child's play.'
Apply to:,
Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal ErTnloyment Opportunity Employer

A part time typist needed
for busy medical office
Send resume to PO Box
1040 A, Murray, KY 42071
AVON Earn money with
Avon Call t-800-847-5338
for your starter kit Avon
independent sales
representative

Domestic
& Childcare

Tooter's Antique & Snack Shop

oin

Up

150

MERCHANDISE
Computers
For Sole or Trade
Want To Buy

Help
Wanted

-IMAGESGifts & Baskets
Itridal, Prom, Pageant &
'tuxedos. Dyyahle Shoes
10-5 M-F, 10:2 Sat
Bel-Air Center 734: ;

'tree local claim service'

In Time For

Place:
Price:
Date:
_flineg:
Call:

DRY clean your carpet Get
effective_ carpet cleaning
results v•ith Host- the easy,
do it yourself dry carpet
cleaning system Call today
to reserve a machine at
Blacks Deodrahng Center
753-0839

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

120
130
140

Help
Wanted

Notice
CALLER I.D.'s 753-5865.

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
receive sealed lump sum contract bids for
the installation of Adjustable Frequency
Drives and Occupancy Sensors, as set forth
below. Bids will be received at the ofTice of
Murray-Calloway
Administrator,
the
County Hospital. 803 Poplar Street, Murray,_Kentucky, until November 29, 1994,
1:30 p.m.,at A-a-time they will be publicly
opened and read aloud.

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Servrces
meafing & Cooling
Services Offered

083
230
250
290
530

Advertisers are requested to
check this Mt insertion of
their ode for any error. Mangy
Ledgot & Vows will be raispondble for only on.Incrxred Insertion Any error
should be reported immed4,
ately so et:spec/km.; can be
made.

rise

020
LaNotice

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS

ADJUSTMENTS
MasterCard

NANNY AFTER THE HOLIDAYS. Connecticut couple with 3 children under 7
seeks nanny for one year
We enjoy swimming and
reading. Join us on our trip
to England this spring Kate
800-755-4523.
PART time dishwasher for
afternoons Apply in person
at Granny's, 1006
Chestnut
PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers in the Murray &
Paris, TN areas. Must apply
in person at the Village
;Office Center next door to
Cain's Jeep Eagle on 641
N, gam-4pm
PERSONAL aide wanted
Room & board plus
$200/wk 502 388 2641 after 5pm

Are You Looking For A Change?
Schwifn's Sales, a leading manufacturer
and distributor of frozen foods has local
route sales -position available. We can
offer high income potential, paid training,
good benefits and an exceptional opportunity for advancement. Must have a good
driving and employment record. If interested send resume to:
Schwan's Sales
P.O. Box 1427
Murray, KY 42071
E.O.E.

FisherPrice"
Fisher-Price has immediate openings on all shifts.
Monday through Friday, for seasonal production
operators If you would prefer to work parttime, the
following shifts are available
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Mon. • Fri.
„,
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Mon. - Fri.
3:30 p.m. - 12 midnight Tues. & Thurs.
3:30 p.m. • 12 midnight Mon., Wed., & Fri.
Pay rate is $5 151tour plus 20c per hour when
worg the second shift and 25c per hour when
working the third shift
Please apply.if you are interested in_working for a
progrerssive company whose •workts child's play.'
Apply to
. Kentucky Dept. for Human Resources
1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
Equal Employment Opponunay Employer
err.ViD

SEC/Bookkeeper wanted
Looking for neat and organized person experienced
with computers, payroll &
payroll taxes Please call
753-9654 from Ram-5pm or
753-9070 after 5pm to set
up an appointment
SWING Town Lounge looking for waitresses & bikini
dancers $6004 per week
Apply within, Paris Landing
or call 901-642-5548
070
Domestic
& Childcare

who need help with children
& domestic work Call
753 4590 ask for Ruby No
answer leave on answering
service

753-3801
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
• Sweellur Melange • fnerpy Solo/wing
• Deep Mule,* rhanripe • Ifelarolopy

HOLIDAY GIFT CERTIFICATES
MSU STUDENT DISCOUNTS
INCRLLSOR OUTCRILS

Business
Opportunity

PAY PHONE ROUTE
50 Local &
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly
Open 24 hrs.

MASSbAcpfs,TO YOU
RELAXATION•STRESS REDUCTION•PAIN RELIEF

Nature's Bounty

1-800-866-4588

Luncheon Specials
Monday - Baked Potato w/Cup Soup
Rotini /k Vegetables w/Grilled Chicken
Tuesday - Vegetable Lasagna
Freshbaked Bagel w/Cup Soup

lie
Instruction
LINE dance lessons
753 2635

& Fruit
Wednesday - Margarita Chicken
Freshbaked Breadbowl w/Chili Or Soup
Thursday - Fresh Linguini w/Marinara Sauce
Chicken Parmesan
Friday

Franklin College
Truck Driving
School

Mexican Lasagna

Saturday - Gardenburger w/ Cup Chili

1304B Chestnut • Dixieland Shopping Ctr.

753-0575

Learn to Drne A
Itactor Tra,!,
Not,pt.,Foor,re•

WestView
NURSING ASSISTANT

120
Computers
386 COMPUTER,like new
$700 759 1235
49 DOLLARS for NEW
CD-ROM drive. FREE INSTALLATION. Call
HAWKINS RESEARCH
now. 753-7001.
ABC'S of COMPUTING.
Call HAWKINS RESEARCH today about
FREE TRAINING for your
new computer. 753-7001.
ANT-LIKE SPEED- OUT
OF MEMORYHARD
DRIVE FULL- if this describes your computer
call HAWKINS RESEARCH now 753-7001.
B K precision osollscope
with dual trace, 20 MHZ
753-4523
CHRISTMAS
COMPUTERS- CALL TODAY FOR BEST PRICE,
QUALITY AND SELECTION. HAWKINS RESEARCH 753-7001,

West View nursing home is a superior rated,
174 bed nursing facility/Medicare certified nursing facility affiliated with Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The nursing assistant is
responsible for quality resident care. The applicant must have a high school diploma or GED
with previous experience and/or training preferred but, not required. Certified NA program
available.
West View offers competitive salary and
excellent benefits, including health and life
insurance and paid vacation and holidays and
paid sick days.
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11
& 11-7 shifts. Please apply in person or contact
Carolyn Winchester, RN Inservice Coordinator.
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

N•U•R•S •N•G
Hurray-Calloway County Hospital a leader in
providing quahty healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northuest Tennessee announcer
the Iollou ing job openings

140

CHILDCARE in my home
Monday, Wednesday, Friday daytime References,
experienced mother of two,
Elementary Education major Fenced in yard, playroom, meal provided Call
Allyson at 753 8007

Employers:

Want
To Buy

NURSING ASSISTANTS Part-time and PRN
positions available
CNA or home health
experience preferred

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

MCCH is offering- a training course to any
inexpenenced applicants interested in becoming a nursing assistant in a part-time or PRN
positron
ORDERLY
red

c.i

Full-time 7-3 Experience prefer-

REGISTERED NURSES

Surgery - Full-time

afternoon shift

Let professionals
help you find 4,fter-A. 430
o'ritr4
qualifled
workers

Job Seekers:
3
41
3,
0
c33-%
0

Let us help...
no fee to applicants

Medical/Surgical - PRN positrons
details contact:
I vo It', an tt

I- pr

Nuitic Kin Hill,

(502)762-1319
I tplal ,ppoort units
ovvr

803 Poplar

MURRAY
CALLONAY

COUNTY
1-KISPITAL

Stre'et • Murrin.. Kent xi by 42071
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MONDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

270

Articles
For Sale
EXECUTIVE desk & chair
753 5222

WASHER, dryer New &
used mobile horn. furnaces 753-4684

RIDING mowers
$ 1 CO $350 lyr old garden
oiler. $150 753-8649
4

fdto
eoI
urroy
letcorerror
n be,
i•••=

).M.

lin

FIREPLACE insert Ashley
model AHI1 B Like new,
used only 24 winters less
than 4 price 436 5684
BOGARD trucking and ex
cavating, inc We haul top
soil gravel fill dirt white
rock rip rap 759 1828
FULL size bed with mat
tress, almost new, $100
3pc bedroom suite4, $50
Twin bed, $25 Twin brass
headboard, $15 King-size
waterbed, solid wood
waveless mattress $200
All in good shape
753 0199

$4.50
83.60
84.00
84.50
8525
83.50
84.00

op
>te-Ern
pm

BROYHILL sofa & loveseat, navy & mauve camel
back with solid cherry trim
Coordinating wing chair
excellent condition, $600
753-3004 alter 6pm

Thelma's Bargain Bin
5095.12th St. Murray, KY
759-9940
Home Of Quality Used
Furniture And
Appliances
We Buy One Item
Or Houselull
Financing Available

Brown r5

FOR sale Mossberg Rega
20 gauge pump with yen
rib & 3 choke tubes $150
753-1866

FISHER Price 3m1 table,
pool, ping pong, & hockey.
like new, $120 Suntan bed
canopy, $450 Sears 2800
treadmill, $300 Kenwood
pull out cassette deck with
carrying case. $125
437-4002

GUNS buy, sail or trade
436-5650

Hardwood
Flooring
s1.29/sq. ft.

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Firewood

FOR sale seasoned Hickory firewood and kindling,
$2.500 pita load Also, solid
oak bunk-beds with mattresses & box springs,
$125. 901-247-5550,
492-6102

delivered

CATES
NTS

Kiln Dried
Hardwoods
Also Available
(502) 526-2824

SEASONED firewood Call
THE WOODMASTER
759-9988

PANASONIC video camera with accessories & car
rying case, $350
753-6456

TWO wheel trailer All steel
bed 9ft 9In long inside, 6h
9in, inside swivel lack on
lung 753-5538

('tr.

220
Musksl
BALDWIN organ, excellen
shape, nice for home o
church 474-8222

UNICORN collections, over
25pcs Clocks included
Selling in time for Christmas. $125 753-6456

1

11114p8ances

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753 9600

14X70 1985 3br, 2 baths
all electric, porch, under
pinning, blocks $11,500
obo 489-2233
rscscarrAzills*

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2)(2 consistency ad in Classifieds every day,including the Shopper,
for 51W a month (paid in advance)

Call 7531916 for details.

.y and
nd life
is and

Event Tuesday Night at

7:00

(Doors open et 6-00)

Y 42071

KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq Hale Road, right on Sq Hair) Road 114 nile
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

753-0466

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

South 641
Security Storage
Mini Storage Rentals

any
Dom
PRN

(10 ft. x 12 ft.) and (611

x 9 It)

Monthly Rentals
- Reasonable Rates - Give Us a Call 1/2 Mile North of Hazel on Hwy 641
Billy Forres
Lee Starks
(502) 492-8508
(502) 492-8238

fifer

time

1950 i4X80 3BR, 2 baths,
all appliances On secluded
4 acre lot with 24X24 barn
shed & pond Movng. must
sell' 753-5525 before Sam
& after 5pm
BUCCANEER in Fox
Meadows 759-9311

PARTIALLY furnished 2br
trailer, 2 bath Newly decorated Nice large lot Call
474-8898
SECLUDED 3br trailer with
addition basement & gar
age lots 753-6392 before
9pm
260

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking dis
lance to college 753-5209

Mobile
Home Lots FOE Rai
MOBILE Home Village. wa
ter furnished, $80/mo Col
eman RE, 753-9898
290
Heating
And Cooling
AIR Conditioning Ron Hal
Heating, Cooling and
Electric Co Service, urn
replacement and complete
installbon Licensed gas installer Phone 435-4699

ATTRACTIVE very clean
daycare center for rent o
lease
Building and
grounds state approved
Totally furnished Good location
Coleman RE
753-9898

HOSFORD Boat Storage
has private spaces available for your boat or pontoon, up tp 36ft deep
753-3143
RETAIL Of Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Storage trailers
for rent
753-7888

320
Apartments
For Rent
1.2,3BD apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
75 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753 0606 after 5pm
1BR. 2 blocks from MSU,
$160/mo plus deposit References required
759-3050 after business
hours
1BR apartment, w/d hookup. 1 block from campus,
6mos old 753-0472
1BR duplex on Hwy 280,
energy efficient No pets
$285/mo .deposit
753-8848 before 9pm

••••••••••,

PRN
ealth

MOBILE home
2br, gas furnace
& refrigerator,
759-1922

Mobile
Home. For Sete

WO,g

le 3-11
tontact
linator.

1978
clean
stove
$3995

270

I

ALL Guaranteed. Dryer
$125 Washer, $125 Refrigerator, $160 Range,
$135 (901)247-3033
Mon -Fri 8am-5pm, Sat
8am-2pm

rated,
nurslloway
ant is
applr GED
preferogram

14X70 SWINGER northern
built trailer. Front kitchen
Call 251 2891 after 6pm
Daytime call 489 2527

SEASONED firewood, DOWNTOWN office space
$25/rick picked up, $.35/rick available acnoss from
courthouse $95/mo includdelivered. 492-8254
ing all utilities 753-1266

SMALL wedding dress with
veil, very nice 753-0789

n

437-4608

Mobile
Homes For Rent

Heavy
OLD pieces wood love
Equipment
seat piano bench, rocker,
arm chair. 3 wicker chairs. SEPTIC pump truck Cal
lamp tables, odd chairs, 354-6521 or 354-6075
pictures, pair of hobnail
lamps. reasonable
200
753-6456
OVAL brarcied -rug
beige 753-4523

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES

1994

NICE, older mahogany
table 6 chairs, new upholstery, $165 753-9751

along-Mg
▪ kpy

IIEUEF

3PC Irving room suite, grey,
with ottoman like new
$650 436-56t3

OAK chest 3 drawer Good
condition, $150 753-6456

NEW metal siding & roof
mg Cover 36 cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724
piece or
433 day

Wow
Funneling,

COCHRANE 42in china Cabinet $400 Excellent condition Sells new $900
753-6456

MILLERMATIC 200 wire
feed welder, like new
474 8384

Is

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Appliances

Come Browse Along...

The Garden Path
Gather dried herbal and floral
wreaths and arrangements
Pick useful gifts. Glean some
bargains from lovingly used
antiques and etc.
I

Visit with Evelyn Wallis In

The Village-North 12th Street

!('

(next to Dr. Wuest)
Wed.-Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-2 •

1BR furnished apartment.
$200/mo plus deposit No
pets
Hwy 121 next to
fairgrounds 753-3139 after
3 30pm
1 OR 2br opts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR 1/, bath townhouse,
central h/a, nice neighborhood, appliances furnished
Coleman RE,
753 9898
2BR, I bath duplex available immediately Washer,
dryer, appliances
$390/mo Deposit required
7518734
2BR duplex, gas heat, new
bathroom, carport,
$295/rno 753-8767

IlElltipenm.nts

Houses

For

For Rent

CHESTNUT Street town
houses Very nice br
baths All appliances in
Jading washer & dryer,
deck tool shed ceiling
tans etc Free lawn care
Available in Dec Coleman
Realty 753 9898

3BR house 1 4 baths new
gas heat & central air sys
thin, reasonable utilities
garage storage No pets 5
minutes from town South
west School District Nice &
well kept $500imo +deco
sit 753-7920 Of 753-1664

IN country new lbr duplex
completely furnished, all
utilities paid Has all accessories. $350irno 436 2722
between 8am 6pm

38R near university, wit:1
hook up. recently remod
eled Central hia gas logs
in fireplace Stove & refrigerator furnished $425
plus deposit and references No pets 753 1059

MUR CAL Apartrhents now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759 4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm
Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr
NEW 2br triplex apartments, gas heat, w/d hookup,appliances furnished.
no pets, available Oct 15th.
$425/mo, deposit required
Call 753-4873 after
6 30pm, Allen Properties
NEW brick townhouse, 2br.
17, bath, family room,
kitchen, lots of storage, refrigerator with ice maker,
stove, microwave, w/d
_No._ peas
$425/mo, plus deposit
Cambridge Subdivision
753-7435 days. 753 3966
evenings
NICE 2br duplex, all appliances, quiet neighbor
hood near shopping center
central h/a, available
November No pets Depo
sit $360/mo Call 753-2852
after 5pm
NICE 2br duplex, central
h/a, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up
Northwood No pets $375
plus deposit 753 1953
days, 753-0870 nights
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

121 Bypass North
Sizes from 10•10
up to 20•20
753-2225
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Call 753-2905,
753-7536

Lake
Property
WANTED Waterfront lake
homes under $100,000 up
to $325.000. Also wanted
waterfront lots on KentuckyLake Call Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
7511492
481

Homes
For Sale

NEW 3br, 2 bath central
air, gas heat Southwood
Dr $67,500 753-5561

28R house near downtown
Murray 753-4109
2BR house for rent in city,
$390/mo Contact Mar Cal
RE, 753-4444
28R house, 513 S 7th
$300/mo +deposit & refer
ences 753-5711
3BR. 2 bath house, 701
Broad Street, $375/mo
753-2339 or 753-8767
3BR brick with carport,
$425/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR farmhouse on Hwy
280 No pets $275/mo
*deposit 753-8848 before
9pm

DUPLEX 2br, 1 bath, Cam
bridge Estates Gene
Steely 753-6156

RIM'S

CusTole KITCHEN C•RiNE TS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

s

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

w•.„

„ale,

A41 Norlh_ • Murray, KY 42071

Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9.00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment

,

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At
Everyday Low Prices

t••;,..--.
lit

DIAL - 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
,

0,4Ilim
. ori rlectric

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING

L."Jr_;trj;sii r"..;,..)rhrsir..*Jr

7 Days Per Week

MURRAY 753-9224

r

808 Coldwater Rd. • Murray, KY
759-1835

Wilson Real Estate

Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
Chiropractor
Call for an appointment

Now located on 121 South.
3 miles from Murray.
For all your real estate
needs including auction

Call 753-5086

. 753-2962

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,

Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

"Your Source For Metal Roofing & Siding 0
Doors. Windows Dos- Tract., 8 1,1-0. and Insulatt,
'or Me/a. 8„ c , gs
•
.Pc rliory 299:
0,t ce ;5021 489-272?
M,oray K Y ,::—'•
I iii"- 5021 489 2724

Septic Tanks. Sewers & hauling
Call Us Anytime

13„„erwr,,,,

759-4685

Commercial Waste What a Way to Startthe Week!!
•-•,.x.,,.Disposal
11is
— Dial Now All Typea of Refune Service
• • '-1/=-'
-

1-800-585-6033

4dvertise Here!

Bud Stewart, Route Manager

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

KTN

Carpet Cleaning Specialist

Upholstery I Drapery I Window Cleaning
Ronnie England • Jim Caylor

,

•...—•

-

C

,..

"29 Years at Same Location"
c

(502) 753-4034

QUALITY WORK AT FAIR PRICES
New Tires • Struts • Alignments
r • Brakes • Oil Changes & Lubes
• Wrecker Service • Shocks
.Routine Service Work • Suspension Repair
/

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
1-Xx+s Your Policy Pay 100,,
of the Deductibles?

408 N. 4th St.
Murray

MEDICARE

753-7890 8

•
.._, +
--i

4

753- 3141 j

JOHN MULLINS
Steel Security Doors

Window C;aurds, Etc.
-We Make Sccumy Beautiful:
.
Phone 502-247-2264
24 lir Ans. Service a: 1-800-822.4291 • Mayfield, Ks 420(th
601 Millibar i North 12th S, Dunbar)

Div of Phone Center of Murray
Residential
Commercial
.Caller I.D.
-Telephone Systems
-Phone Jacks
•Intercom Systems
,
P Te Ie pho ne
-Paging Systems
Into On Hold • Voice Mal
Fax Machine:
Any Type 01 Business Communication
No Job Is Too Big Of Too Small, We Can Do It Ai

753-0342

(502) 753-6779
(502) 753-8346

World of Sound

We buy and sell used computers

n,-Sg7an7;alt
;
In
e
7
::
,
:q

VISA mc
DISCOVER
ACCEPTED

33 Years In Business
i.ct us save yuu money on your car and hume stereos
"Caller ID'sShop & Compare
222 So. nth
MCNISA
753,5865

a.m.-8 p.m.

USED COMPUTERS

4

,
`•

Purchase Area Communications '

$98,500 - All Otters Considered
2206 Brookhaven
3 br 2 baths eat in kit dining great room 9* ceilings
french doors columns crown molding sandstone
carpet white cabinets with brass Peachtree windows
with lifetime warranty
Call Cabot Grogan at 753 3275

•'

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy

David's Cleaning Services
We specialize in Vinyl Siding.
Concrete Driveways, Blacktop Driveways.
Boats. Mobile Homes.
Fully volved & completely rnobtle

7594734

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

••

.
-• 1\41—••••*"'

Call before you upgrade or bus'

Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

',

.

You Can Advertise Here For
5.00 per week — (13 week' minimum)

.

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

753-2378

• jr,r
„,, •or.

TASTEFULLY lansdcaped
3br, 2 bath doublewide with
brick foundation Cathedral
ceiling in living room, 2
skylites, fireplace and
many other desirable fea
tures make this a very at
tractive offering at $46,000
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MK!#3000141

SUPPLEMENT
--1- --'
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medi
care does not pay. $696 on part' A; $100 on Part 8
Call me for more information.
FREE I IELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENT',

Locations Coast to Coast

Cconpuler Cur Vol!,
Real Estate S.gns
logos and lere,s •,/ Office SInage
Custom Banners
Groovy and Acivereeng Posters
Plywoou Signs
SanclOwsied Redwood Signs
Magnetic Signs
V lechtectural' Signs
Ven,cW Lenerhg
Metal and Foam leners
Neevess SrcrT
Bro"re Plagues'
W.^dOw ens.,^9
,
ade Snow S.gns)
1 ,soeys

382-2306 or

OLDER farmhouse with
many recent updates, situated on 5 acres Two log
tobacco barns & other out
buildings included Offered
at $58.900 through Kopperud Realty, 753 1222
Additional acreage available MLS #3000143

NEW houses for sale
1400sq ft living area Priced
in the mid $60'5 Cole
Campground area
489-2768 days. 489-2161
nights

Ugly Duckling

•

NICE 3br, 2 bath brick
close to town, on beautiful
large lot New roof 1993
Central h/a. new 1992 Pr
iced at $88,000 Some
owner financing may be
available MLS$ 3000093
Contact Kopperud RE
753-1222

,1-,

America's Second Car

•

NEW 3br, 2 bath Will,tub
oak cabinets 1280sq ft fin
mg garage Priced upper
560's 1405 N 16th Call
489-2722
NEW 3br homes 95 100%
financing up to 30yrs, fixed
rate to qualified buyers Pr
iced from $70 s $80 s
753-3672 after 5pm

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

FOR sale or rent to own
Brick house 3br, 2 bath,
located '4 mile off 94E Call
489-2768 days, 489-2161
nights

'6igns
Call us about...

......„

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858

Real
Estate

WOOD WORKS

FAMILY expanding'
, Try
this new listing for size"
5br, 2 baths plus unfinished bonus room above
garage Located on Quail
Creek Dr in Gatesborough
Subdivision Price lust re
duced to $134,900 Con
tact Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSa3000152

15M0 old female English
Setter, $125 All shots &
wormed 435-4323

410

REDUCED $11,700 on NEW 3br homes 95 100%
chalet with workshop lo finanong up to 30yrs fixed
came in iakie setwevis•en • -reisree wanted buyers Prcan purchase additional lot iced from $70 s $80 s
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 753 3672 after 5pm
Realtors

Dial-A-Service 1

Pets
& Supplies

1512 CANTERBURY
Drive 3br, 1'/: bath, stove.
refrigerato. washer, dryer
Beautiful home in prime PEG'S Dog Grooming
location No pets Available 753-2915
Jan 1st Sustantial applic- PIT bulls, 8wks, black, pure
ants with references only, bred, no papers. large m/f,
$650/mo 436-2561
$75 $100 753-9399
2BR brick with carport REGISTERED German
Available now $375/mo Shepherd puppies BeautiColeman RE, 753 9898
ful marking, champion
2BR brick on 280 beside blood lines, German backEast Elementary. $250/mo ground Home raised for
Deposit No pets Call temp & obed $1508 $175
(901)642-9779 after 5pm
753-8848 before 9pm

Horne.
For Sele

EXTREMELY well main
tamed 4br 2 bath home in
excellent neighborhood
Den with fireplace L artrac
sue shady backyard with
privacy fence Price Just
reduced to $99500 Con
tact Kopperud RE
753-1222 MLSe 3000112

r

Ian

2BR near campus No pets
753 5980

3BR. 2 bath, low utilities.
with garage, $550imo
753 3293 after 6pm

HALEY Appraisal Service
Haley
call
Bob
502-489-2266

NEWLY remodeled 2br 2BR brick. 3 acres nea
house near hospital, with Aurora on Hwy 80 Was
gas heat, w,c1 hook-up, $60.000, Reduced to
stove refrigerator turn $54,000 753-6556 or
ished $400/mo plus depo
753-2951
sit 759-9967 after 5pm
2BR home in Hardin A/c,
NICE 2br house Low Lath
gas heat, metal out build
ties, unfurnished, available mg, low utilities, priced at
now 6 miles West of Mur $t3,000 Call 527-3076 of
ray $300/mo wideposit ter 6pm
435-4226
2 OR 3br brick with 1 bath &
NICE 2br near university, carport Located in Easy Y
newly decorated, $300/mo Subdivision, $49.000
Brick 4br, 2 bath $375/mo 759-4861
Deposits required
3BR, 2 bath home, new
753 1513 after 4pm
vinyl siding, roof, vinyl, car
pet, 701 Broad, $37,500
360
7512339 or 753-8767
For Rent
3BR. 2 bath Newly remod
Or Lease
eled home on 34 acres
CREEKVIEW Self sterage 753-1410
leave message
'Warehouses on Cente
3BR remodeled in and out
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759 4081
Trees, city, water. $45,000
753-8061
NEON Beach Storage, 812
Whitnell behind Bel-Au..,BI.. owner. Canterbury.
Center All units from brick Liv rm, 3br, 2 bath,
11•X25* and down with large tam rm, kit. w/bkfst
area, pantry, laundry rm,
lights & electric 753-3853
cent h/a, attached storage
shed, double carport, quiet
Just Opened
street Priced to sell at
$92.500 Shown by appt
Bypass Mini
759,1350
Storage

2BR furnished All utilities
paid No pets Pine Bluff
Shores on lake $500/mo &
deposit 436-5431

2BR, very nice, central h/a,
appliances & lawn maintenance furnished Coleman
RE 753 9898

Homes
For Sale

4BR. 2 bath house 3blks
from university, $400/mo
759-1944

AKC Dalmations, all shots
& vet Great with kids
SPACIOUS 2br, 2 bath du- $125-5200 615-746-5355
plex. Appliances furnished,
central gas h/a, garage, w/d BOXER male puppies
hook-up $475/mo lmo Blue Healer mix puppies
deposit, lyr lease No pets $10/ea Call now 435-4301
753-2905 or 753-7536
DOG Day Afternoon,
759-1768

2BR house near university,
new carpet & paint
753-5992, in no answer try
753-2186

9

1994

A40

Rent

KENTUCKY Lake. Lake
land Westly Village, lbr
apartment. utilities included, rent based cn in
come 558 older. handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
Opportunity
502-354-8888

NOVEMBER 14

Did you kilow
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only '10 per week?

alsid Y60-"!..id'-:/
Ivy el:141E11%
Ask

for Karen or Tonya.

Poison Control
753-7588 r
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

NOVEMBER 14, 1994

ITO

HOROSCOPES

Motorcycles
1988 YAMAHA Scooter
only 13 XXX miles, excel
teen! condition $520
759 1235
1991 HONDA Cub off the
road trail bike $800
753 1901

1975 ONE owner, Elegance Cad Cpe . low mileage, extra clean inside 8
out, loaded. $1,275
759-1922
1980 98 REGENCY Oldsmobile, 100,000 plus
miles, gocetWork car. ask
ing $300,. 753-0476
1980 AUDI 5000. local car,
sunroof. am/fm stereo all
leather, fuel mjection
$1.950 or best offer
753 8096
1981 HONDA Civic, come
test drive 8 buy $500 obo
753-3642
1982 VW Rabbit convert
ble. $2,000 1977 Ford
Pinto wagon, $1,250
753-8607
1983 OLDS 98 Good con
dtion, loaded, good tires
Reasonable 753-6816 at
fttf

1969 GMC custom camper
. ton newly rebuilt 350
turbo 400 Sens. $2.000
obo 489 2677
1982 FORD F100. rebuilt
3C2 VS auto trans, good
$ 2 000 obo
tires
489 2677
1983 FORD Ranger truck
runs good 84,XXX miles.
$1,800,obo 436 2528
Mark
1987 MAZDA B2000,some
body damage. 4cyl. 5sp,
$1.800 489-2477
1987 RANGER XLT, VIP,
great shape $3,700
474-8331
sin
Campers
1984 SOUTHWIND, new
carpet new curtains, new
mattresses, 60.XXX miles
$19,300 753 0199
1990 26FT Prowler travel
trailer, excellent condition,
separate bedroom
901 642 0730

Services
Offered

1 1 Hauling,
1 1
1
moving, clean-up, odd jobs,
tree trimming, tree removal,
1984 MONTE Carlo SS, mulch hauling. Free esti_ blue interior. mates
Tim - Lamb.
Very good condition. Ask- 436-5744.
ing $4 800 753-2556.
1 1 1 1 1 1 Hauling, tree
19.84 RED Lincoln Town trimming, tree removal, &
ra,r leathor interior.
rg out sheds, amos,
$1.500 753-0199.
odd jobs, & will haul &
1985 CHEVROLET Ca- spread mulch Free estiClassic, ,442r, almond mates 436-5744 Luke
Po
color with burgandy inter- Lamb
ior. Electric doors, win1 1 1 1 1 TREE trimming,
dows, seats Tilt, cruise, hauling, carpentry & odd
p/b, wire rim wheels. jobs Paul- 436-2102
759-4439, if no answer,
-1 1 1 1 Tree removal, mowleave message.
ing, mulching, raking,
1986 CUTLASS, V-8, auto, cleaning out sheds 8 haul;
air, t-tops 437-4171
ing Joe 436-2867.
1987 GARND Prix, 62,XXX Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
one owner miles, all op- tree removal mowing Free
tions. V-8, immaculate, estimates 759-1683
white with burgandy interAl cleaning out gutters 8
ior. 489 2004.
leaf raking Free estimates.
1987 TOPAZ, p/s p/b, a/c, . Luke Lamb. 436-5950
good pnint _runs_ good
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur$2,100 Call after 5 30pm
niture repair & custom
435-4584
woodworking 753-8056.
1987 TOYOTA Tercel.
65,XXX miles, light blue, APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
$3,200. 753-4160.
manufacturers. All work
1989 CORSICA Li', air, and parts warranted. Ask
auto, tilt, cruise, $3,000 for Andy at The Appliance
obo 753-8058.
Works, 753-2455.
1989 HONDA Accord LX, APPLIANCE SERVICE,
loaded, $6,500. 753-1522 Kenmore, Westinghouse,
days, 759-4806 nights.
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex1989 PONTIAC Bonneville, perience. BOBBY
HOPPER,
436-5848.
excellent condition.
436-5808 after 5pm
BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
1990
67,XXX miles, $6,500. installation, repair, replacement 759-1515
753 5303 or 753-7724.
1990 CEO Prism, air, am/ BACKHOE Service - ROY
fin. 1 owner, good condi- HILL Septic system,'drivetion $4,950. See at 1705 ways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664
College Farm Rd
753-2615
BACKHOE Service, com1990 PONTIAC 6000 LE, plete foundations, septic
systems
R H Nesbitt, Con$3,950. 753-1522 days,
struction Phone 492-8516,
759 41306 nights.
pager 762-7221
1991 BUICK Regal, 4dr.
inorfed, extra clean. BOB'S Plumbing Repair
43,X XX miles 489-2198 af- Service. All work guaranteed
753-1134 or
t-, 5 30pm
436-5832.
1997 LINCOLN Continen
BUILDER. New homes,
tal beige, 19K, $22,900
garages, additions, founda753 5949
tions, poured basements.
1994 GEO Metro, 4dr, air,, Call.. Tripp Williams,
auto, cruise tint, loaded. 753-0563.
Just take over payments.
Gall 753-7676 days. BUSHHOGGING and gar
dens tilled. 437-4030
901-644 1663 nights.

EfONNEVILLE

GOOD 15' tires on Chevy
Monte Carlo wheels, $75.
753-6139

CARPORTS for cars and
truths Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We sell
1984 CHEVROLET con
version van, leather inter- chimney caps and screens
ior, high roof, Iv, vcr, cas- 435-4191.
sette player, great shape, COE & Coe General Re
$6,500. 753-0199..
pair Carpentry. electrical &
drywall 502-492-8403
Vans

LEAF
REMOVAL

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

II. LSI) +.1 ,
\ F \1111..lt IS. 1494
I kw your personallied daily Jean.: Dixon horoscope. based on your own
dare of birth: call I -4)(10-9hrt-7'7%X.• Your phone company witi bin you 99

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance.

L-ents a minute.)

All's fair in love!
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: A
show of initiative and independence
%Oil put you in the driver's seat
Higiser-aps-see you )rra new fight. A
promotion or raise may come sooner
than you thirik. Romance requires
greater discretion.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct.
Important documents occupy
attention. Take care of pending bilk
and unanswered correspondence.
Your personal life is entering a period of transition. Ask your mate or
partner for grenter-coocennzon..
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 2
Although you tend to resist change,
bold moves are favored now. Take'a
good look at what you must do to
reach your goals. Overseas contacts
could prove very valuable. Choose
your confidants with care.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Heed an urge to develop greater
financial independence. Your life is
changing at a deep level, let go of
the past. An old flame could try to
rekindle romance. Take things nice
and easy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Tackle unpleasant tasks with
-zeal fer-etjuick finish: A itgat matter will soon"be battled in your
favvr-ExPressing inclical beliefs
openly could cause trouble. Hold on
to youf money. Avoid financial
speculation.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
SociaTiling will pay onandsomely
now. You meet people who can
boost your financial fortunes. A
long-standing argument will be
brought to an end if you offer the
hand of friendship. Welcome
advice.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Keep your financial affairs as free
from risk as possible. Joint ventures
niust be handled withAid gloves. A
stroke of good luck helps you get an
outstanding agreement signed.
Romance,looks somewhat iffy.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Focus on making your relationships
mutually rewarding. Curb a lendenty
orfraTtiote • If
753-5726
single. you will have many more
chances for romance: take your
time! The year 1995 will bring posiCOUNTERTOPS custom
tive developments where your
Homes trailers of
finances and career are concerned.
Wullt's Recovery Murray
436 5560
A change of lifestyle or image will
boost your ego. Avoid getting too
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
involved in the lives of your niarriecl
and Cooling Service Comfriends. •
plete installation and ser- --CE-LE-BRITIE-S- BORN •ttN
vice
Call Gary at ,
759.4754
THIS DATE: artist Georgia
O'Keeffe, actor Ed ASner. conducCUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- tor Daniel Barenboim. poet Maritems 354 8161 after 4pm, anne Moore.
Horace Sholar
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
are impressed
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- Influential people
with your abilities. Strike while the
vices We specialize in vinyl
siding concrete driveways, iron is hot! Set up a job interview,.
blacktop driveways, boats, I lime life is a source of great happimobile homes Fully inness. You can learn a lot from your
sured & completely mobile
favorite people.
759-4734
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
D&D Lawn Care Will' do Tact and perseverance will help you
achieve your goals. Be independent
leaves 489-2296
without being arrogant. Your cash
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow- flow could he temporarily impeded.
log ceilings 753-4761 • --Someone prominent can -help ivypulling strings on your behalf,'Show
EXPERIENCED drywall
your„gzat nude_
fiaishing Reibl8noes
GEMINI (May 21-june 2(1):
able. Call 436-2060.
Working hard in your usual environFIREWOOD & tree service. ment will prove more productive
436-2562. .
than taking a business trip now„-Llve„
GERALD WALTERS. evening hours • to improve 'your •
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- home surroundings and tend to pering. Free estimates. 18 sonal chores.
years experience. Local reCANCER (June 2I-July 221: Be"
ferences. 753-2592. considerate of other people's feelKITCHEN CABINET RE- ings but, if your regular contacts are'
FACING Make your old unrewarding, look for new relationnew again with Formica. All ships. In romance, singles are Only
colors, free estimates. trapped if they want to be!
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221: A new
Y. 436-5560.
course of study 'or research gives
LEE'S Carpet Cleanng great satisfaction. Devote any spare
Carpets, upholstery. Free time to solving small personal probestimates. 753-5827.
lems. A money situation eases.
LICENSED for electric and thanks to a stroke ol. good luck.

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

4

Lighting Special
Of The Week
Available in
white or black finish.
Cast aluminum
construction.

1995
HOLESALE

SUPPLY

206 E. Main

ATURDA
SEMINARS
COLON CANCER

TODAY'S CHILDREN are Quick on their feet, the first to spot a golden
PLUMBING repairman with opportunity and take advantaged-it. Practical by nature, these Scorpios can
same day -service. Call be relentless in pursuirisf their goals. Once they commit to a project, they
436-5255
will give it their undivided attention. Do not be surprised if these Scorpios
SEAMLESS gutters in- are ser. rem e and evasive at times. They are very cautious when choosing
stalled, residential or com- confidants. A career in business would make excellent use of their managermercial, Servall Gutter Co
ial talents.
SEWING machine repair.
Kennet h-S it-Cm -h i ;
,
753-2674. Stella, KY,

EXERCISE

THE .Gutter Cb. Seamless
alurninum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, in
sured. Estimate available
759-4690.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15; most repairs
$35. Free estimates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
WILL tear down old barns &
buildings 8 hall away. Most
done for material or slight
fee. Ask for John Jr
474-2235.

presented by

Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi
Medical Oncologist
Saturday, November 19
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Education Unit, Third Floor
10 a.m.-11 a.m.

Does Your Heart Good,

American Heart
Association.

S(IREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night.
753-5484.

Fighting Heart Disease
arid Stroke

01/44,

ti48.c,3 n,,,,.m
44
-41 's 44
Cured on the farm anti
naturally aged one year.
Whole Fully Cooked
Country Ham

Whole Country Hams
Country Cured Ham Slices
Country Cured Bacon
"Sampler Pack"

To Order Call:
753-8964
or after 4 p.m.
753-2574
or purchase at
COM Construction Co.
across from Dairy Queen
or Tooter's Antique Store in NIZei

753-8194

5T" ANNUAL SERIES

gas 753-7203

753-6433.

LECTRIC

. Pregistration is required. Call 762-1384 or
1-800-342-MCCH by noon Thursday, Nov. 17. All
Saturday Seminars are free and open to the public.

Upcoming 1994 Saturday Seminars
Dec. 10, 10-11 a.m. Lung Cancer
Dr Mehdi Ahmadi, Medical Oncologist

MURRAY-CALUMNY COUNTY 1-10S1ITAL
803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071 •(502)762-1100

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

7534916
DEADLINES
Dea dlines are 2 days in
advance!
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times
will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.
Any error
should be reported ino
niediately so corrections can be made.

aospeE
fleeting
November 17-18-19
7 p.m. nightly
Speaker: Mike Tanaro of Lone Oak

Everyone Welcome!

AND

FLEXIBILITY?

HEY,YOU WANT MORE from
your bank,YOU

GET MORE from your bank.

At 6.30% APY for 20 months with an option to extend for another 20 months we
don't think anyone is offering a higher ra te or more flexibility on CD's than United
Commonwealth Bank. What's more, you can increase your deposit anytime with
/2()
an amount equal to your initial deposit and still earn
a full 6.30% Annual Percentage Yield.
So,stop by and ask for the 20/20 CD from United Commonwealth
Bank. After all, you want it, you got it.

.1120DUCING
it lit'

Monimurn deposIt of $7,000 1 arli depositor 'marred to 5100010 Tenn 20 months Rate effectroe II /11194 and
sidb,ert to change Offer comma 12/31/94 Composoded fent•-•nnually Substentut prna/ey for early withdrawal

()N
1;00 ll,11\,

\ I) • MI KRA\

1,1 \ft(

UNITED
CONIACMVEALTH BAN<

•

New Providence
Church of Christ

LENOIR

4

•
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•
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

-

NORTH
•Q .1 10 7 4
VA
• 76 5 3 2
+Q 5

WEST

EAST

+2
98 3 2
+ 1084
•A :1 9 7 :3

•A 986 3
p765
•K 9
106 4

V K Q ,1 104
• A Ct.,
▪ K 82
The bidding:

North

West

South

East

2V

Pass

2*

3•
Pass
2 NT
Pass .3 NT .
Again a elith was led by West and
won with the queen, but here declarer took a different view of the
hand when he played a low spade
from dummy at trick two. Bobby
Wolff(East)rushed up with the ace,
returned a club, and South quickly
went down one for a combined loss to
France of 700 points.
It seems clear that the French
declarer misplayed the hand. True,
he would have succeeded had he
found West with the ace of spades
instead of East- roughly an even
chance. But as against that possibility.Goldman's method Of play would
bring home thecontract if he either

K5

h.

which won, and tried a diamond
finesse, which succeeded. He then
returned to dummy with a heart. led
another diamond and so scored nine
tricks consisting offive hearts,three
diamonds and a dub.
When Pierre Jais and Roger
Trezel held the NOrth-South cards
for France, the bidding and play
were entirely different. This time
the bidding went:
South West North
East
I'ass
Pass

SM1TH

Pass
1•
1•
Pass
3•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
Pass
3V
Pass
Opening lead — seven of clubs.
The hest players often disagree
on how to bid or play a hand. But
that is perhaps all to the good,since
this lack of unanimity adds zest to
the game.
Consider this deal played by
France and the United States in
1971. When Mike Lawrence and
Bobby Goldman were North-South
for the United States, the bidding found Fast with the king of diawent as'shown and West led a club. mondsor West with the ace ofspades
roughly A'3-W-1- shot in his favor.
dithirdY'sTitieen-,

Tomorrow: Nothing succeeds like succeas. ,

3194

.

Ten years ago
Dana Gail Cunningham,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Cunningham, and John Mark
Potts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jamie
Potts, were chosen as Outstanding Farm Bureau Youth from
Calloway County. They are stitdents- at Calloway County High
School.
Dr. C.D. (Duke) Wilder Jr.,
associate professor of biology at
Murray State University, has
been elected to the Board of
Trustees of Kentucky Nature
Conservancy.
Tracy Carraway. Marty Carraway. Larry Sailer, David Outland, Tim Garland, Michael
Thompson, Pat Scott, Kenny
Erwin and Jerry Falwell are pictured with deer they had taken
while hunting.
Twenty years ago
. A daring daylight robber made

off with men's rings with a coming Brig. Gen.-Benjamin J. Butler
bined retail value of over $9,4(X) on has appointment as commander general of the Kentucky's
shorty after noon Nov. 13 from
100th Division.
Furches Jewelry Store.
Dew Anna Brumley has
Dr. Edwin C. Strohecker, ,
returned to Murray after serving
director of University Library and
Chairman of Departrment of as a counselor at Camp Wind
Library Science at 'Murray State
Mountain Camp, Portland,. Ore.
University, has been elected vice. The camp is owned and operated
chairman and chairman-elect of -by Columbia River Girl Scout
Library Education Section of Council. She is the daughter of
Kentucky Library Association.
Bonnie Brumley Crouch of
Murray.
The Fire Mountain Group comBirths reported at Murray Hosposed of Larry Dunn, Larry Gilpital include a boy to Mr. and
bert and Barton Jones entertained
Mrs. David Boyd, a girl to Mr.
at the annual Dadday-Date Night
and Mrs. Ronald Pace, a girl to
of Calloway County High School
Mr. and Mrs. Roy L..Clark, a gni
Chapter of Future. Homemakers
to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Olson, a
of America held at Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Thirty years ago
Darnell, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Capt. Howard R. Crittenden,
Hugh Johnson, and a boy to Mr.
Commander of Company M, and Mrs. James Fielder.
398th Regiment of Army
Forty years ago
Reserves, is pictured congratuatMurray students at Murray

BLONDIE
I NEE0 NEW CLOTHES,ANC,
MAKEUP IS SO EXPENSIVE,
800 H00 WOO
810W! YOU'RE
REALLY GOOD
AT THIS

OKAY, I'LL GIVE YOU ruE
RAISE, BUT FiRST THERE'S
SOMETHING I WANT vou ro
oo FOR ME

11

THE FAR SIDE

SOO ADO HOO, MY DAMN
HAS TO HAW A RAISE

DEAR ABBY: In reference to the
widower with two grown daughters
puzzling oVer what to do with the
cocktail ring that belonged to hib
wife: He thought he might give it to
"Miss Perfect".should she come
along
s one day. And you agreed it
was OK!
But what if"Miss Perfect" turned
out to be not -so-perfect aftsr all? I
say, buy the new lady a new ring. I
certainly wouldn't care to wear a
ring lulowings it had belonged to my
husband's dead wife.
'
BEEN THERE IN DENVEK

• ••

DEAR ABBY: You dropped the
ball in your response to the woman
whose fiancé pressured her into
selling her jewelry from her former :boyfriends. You advised her to "sell
her jewelry,to keep the peace."
Abby, marriage'to a trtarrao selfish, /
insensitive and insecure is trouble
from the word go. I say,"Keep the
jewelry and sell the boyfriend!"
DAVID KIRKPATRyK, M.D.

CALVIN and HOBBES
OK `eILL
DONN
tik4 ICHIBER
AND WiNE )1)IN
CALL ME ?

_

m

KM!

LIOLDCN
I NEED
A PEN

BEEN
SNOT!

DR. GOTT

1.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

't11
.
.744,
'ierawflo
An unnatural silence hung in the kitchen, and Spunky
sensed that his arrival was unexpected.

/.1

CATHY
^rREDECOR4T-1
EMATS —. THAT'S NOTHING! I BOUGHT A
, "kt 40 DU /..'-1 1 rvl
, NEW ROLL Of PAPER TOWELS
' N6 ri),
/ WHOLE HOUSE TO GO
' ONCE AND WAS CORIPELLED TO
., 5 711E/11
__,.1 [ REMODEL MY KITCHEN!
I;
I
!

FOR BETTER

or

I BOUGHT A PRElre NEW 848:" THERE RRE
Of SOAP ONCE AND WOUND uP
NO SMALL
&WRING THE BATHRDOM, REDO- PURCHASES
ING THE BEDROOM, AND INSTALL- ONL4 SMALL
ING HARDWOOD FLOORS'
trn.otniiTIONS

ro wroTE
rm

r
THAT DOWN BUT
RFRAiD Of
WHAT WOULD
HAPPEN If I
BOUGHT A NEU)
PENCIL.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Catch sight of
5 Amer Bible
Soc.
8 Italian wine
12 Feed the kitty
13 Before (prefix)
14 Manger
15 — — lee
16 Frog's sound
18 — Lanka
19 Opp. of NE
20 New Mexico
art colony
21 Bismarck's st.
23 TV's Asner
24 Borg of tennis
26 Prison
compartments
28 VCR button
29 TV's Vigoda
30 Astronauts'
'all right'
32 Cloth
measures
33 April inits.
34 Ms. Bombeck
35 Former boxer
36 "— Maria"
37 Sly

FOR WORSE

,wHy

APRIL
ARE 11110 RIDING-HT
-1HE BACK OF IHE.Car
HAVE A RCCK1NG
HORSE!

-- ycu

ROCKING HORSES ARE.
DOME3,LWMEEFF EVER
kNoWS THAT
1oCRIN6 HORSES

mot;

-

AFIE-DOMB!

I
1

GARFIELD

2

3

4

12
SOME HILARIOUS
HIGH JINKS

16

15
19

20
24

iti

35

36
38 II

PEANUTS
HEAR
YOUR 6RAMPA
I4A5 A NEW
PHILOSOPHY.

1

.THE SECRET
TO LIFE 15 TO
BE OLDER
THAN YOUR
LAWN!"

/4
,

1111
47
52

140W
PROFOUND
CAN YOU
6ET 7

56

48

U•1

38 Church part
40 Gaelic
41 Fawcett ID
43 North of

Mass

44

Answer to Previous Puzzle

MOOMM MOOMO
=EOM MOM=
MEI MECO UOUY
MMEI MOWN MUIR
1200111 MMOMM 00
MUM MUOUBIMM
ODOM MOM
MUUUMMO OOMMO
MO MMUOM OUMM
Mffl006100 MEW
=IOU MAWR OM
UOUQUO OUOMMM
MEMO MUM

44 Cry of
bacchanals
45 Former Prime
Minister of
India °nits.)
47 Sketching
49 Give to
'51 Mature
52 South African
Dutch
54 Shade tree
55 "— Easy"
56 Opposite of
ecto
57 Mother of
Mlle.
11-14 (D) 1994 United Feature Syndicates58 Liver spread
6 Sis's siblings
7 Caspian —
8 Carney ID
9 Grads.-to-be
10 Annoying
11 In same place
(abbr.)
16 Supervision

17 Joint
20 Hurl
22 Letterman ID
25 A Roberts
26 Network tor
22 Down
27 Big
28 Split — soup
29 Metric
measure
5
6 I.
8 ill 10 11
31 Round Table
knight
13
14
33'— Got a
Secret"
17
18UU 34 Facilitate
36 1975
23
Wimbledon
champion
37 The -(Brandon
29
Lee film)
11
11 39 "Hid" star
33
14
(inits.)
40 Summon
41 Destiny
42 Ms. Drescher
ill
111
, 44 Kind of
Cheese
44
45 "— — a
45 46
Kick .
46 Richard —
50
48 Youngster
ill
50 — de plume
51 - Gardner
11
11 53 Behold,
55 - art
11

DOWN

1 Dines
2 Winter
weapon
3 Sch org
4 Old pronoun
5 Pinafore

El

28

I

Abby. A woman who is "perfect"
would not want to upset the daughters by wearing their deceased
mother's jewelry. Besides, if the
woman really loved the,man, she'd
be happy to wear a cigar band on
her finger.. Perhaps he's already
met "Miss Perfect." I wouldn't be
the least bit surprised if he had.
AUDREY I3E TONANCOUR

DEAR PERPLEXED: Now
that you mention it, so am I.

-414

NJ

State College have been electui
to offices. They include John
Boggess as vice president of
freshman class; Paul Davidson as
representative of junior class:
Jane Perry as vice president of
senior class; Um') Don Hughes as
preside-nt of Student
Organization.
Lt. Col. Wallace .1. Hackett,
ROTC professor of military sciences and tactics at Murray State
College, attended a two-day conference of ROTC military professors and coordinators from a
seven-state Second Army area.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat James
have returned helot _after 7rt_visitwith Mr. and Mrs. James V.
Edwards of Columbus, Ind.
xecent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Roy L. Blackwell and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James
Edward Poole,

DEAR ABBY: You were wrong
The jewelry rightfully belongs to
whomever the deceased would want
to have it - and it surely wouldn't .
be her husband's new wife.
DEAR ABBY: You were wrong,
How do you think the daughters
would feel seeing their deceased
mother's ring on the hand ofanother?
And why would a woman accept
a ring from a man knowing it once
belonged to a woman he had previBy GARY LARSON
ously loved?
Abby, I am perplexed as to why
you gave such a bad answer.
PERPLEXED IN OKLAHOMA

•

IONR DAD
'PERE"'

11

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: This is in regard ing your answer. Sign me ...
FIRST WIFE IN SAN ANTONIO
to "Perplexed in Calif." whose wife
had passed away, leaving some
DEAR FIRST WIFE: A
beautiful jewelry. This man had two
daughters who would naturally bushel? An understatement.
inherit all their mother's jewelry, Read on:
but -there was.an especially.beautiDEAR ABBY: First of all,'his
ful cocktail ring he wante'd to keeit,
in case be met "Miss Perfect2 one wife's jeWelry should be divided
day. He asked for your approval, between his two daughters. Secondly, I'd like to meet 'Miss Perfect"
which you gave him.
I totally disagree. If one day he who would accept jewelry from a
should meet Miss Perfect, he should man, knowing it once belonged to
buy her her own ring! I would never his deceased wife. How awful! How
accept a ring knowing it had thp!
belonged to the man's deceaseA r I doubt that there is a "Miss Perfect" for this bozo. And by the way,
wife.
Abby, I'm sure you'll get a bushel what was his wife? Chopped liver?
IRENE T. NAHASS
of letters from angry wives protest-

DAILY COMICS
DA22Y, I HAVE TO HAVE A
RAiSE
mY ALLOWANCE

1994

LOOKING BACK

Famous Hand
East dealer.
North-South vulnerable

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 14

•

II

DEAR OR. GOTT: My husband suffers from claustrophobia and it seems
to be getting worse. Do you have any
suggestions that might help?
DEAR READER: Like other pho
bias (irrational fears), claustrophobia
(a fear of closed spacesi can severely
handicap an otherwise normal per
son. preventing him or her from
entering elevators, being in a small
room or even walking into a building
In most cases, the cause of the phobia
lies deep in the unconscious mind.
Victims may not be aware of why they
are so apprehensive or panicky.
This is the reason counseling is
often effective. Your husband should
seek out a psychiatrist. psychologist
or other mental health professional
These resources Will usually enable a
claustrophobic person 'to understand
his irrational fears and deal with them
in a more open and effective manner.
Moreover. behaviora' modification
is frequently used in conjunction with
this therapy. For example. once the
claustrophobic learns to trust his
therapist, the professional can acconi
pany the patient into closed spaces

large rooms to begin with, then smaller and smaller - until the Phobic per
son learns to conquer his fear.
'Your husband should ask his doctor
for a referral to the appropriate professional. By and large, phobias cannot be overcome without help from
therapists who are experienced in
treating this disorder.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Mental and Emotional
Illness." .
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been told I
have Reiter's arthritis in my shoulders, hips, elbows and wrists. Since

I've never heard of this condition
before, I'd like some information.
DEAR READER: Reuters syn
drome is. in some cases. a bacterial
infection spread by sexual contact or
fecal contamination. In other cases, a
genetic disposition appears to play a
dominant role. The syndrome is
marked by arthritis. inflammation of
the reproductive tract (in both sexes),
conjunctivitis (eye irritation), and

superficial ulcers in the mouth or on
the genitals.
The diagnosis is made by a blood
test called the "1-11,A-1327 tissue antigen." People with this genetic marker

are at much higher risk of contracting
the disease than are individuals without the marker.
Antibiotics are the recommended
therapy
It left untreated. Reiter's syndrome
may result in a host of unpleasant
complications that include chronic
arthritis, joint deformity and heart
disease.
1514 NEWSPAPER ENTERratIsE 43651
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Investments Since 1854.

DEATHS

•
. 7-

Stock Market Report

George H. Leet

Mrs. Olus B. McNelis

George H. Leet, 83, 2761 Hwy. 554, Owensboro, died Thursday.
Nov. 10, 1994, at his. home.
A retired .fartner, he Wad a- member of Panther Creek *Alaptist
Church, Owensboro. His wife, Mrs. Grace Collins Leet, died in .1973.
He was the son of the late Addison A. Lee and Martha Elizabeth Hall
Leo.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Patsy Leet Stout, Owensboro, and Mrs. Martha Leet Price, Murray; three sons, Louis W. Leet,
Owensboro, Don R. Leet, Murray, and Ron S. Leet, Rochester, N.Y.;
14 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 10' a.m, in the Memorial Chapel of James
11....Davis Funeral Home, Owe,nsboro. Burial was in-Rose Ifill-Ceniet- cry there.
Expressions of synipathy may be made to Panther Creek Baptist
Church, 7146 Hwy. 431, Owensboro, KY 42301.

Mrs. Olus 13. McNelis, 95, South 15th Street, Murray, died Saturday, Nov. 12, 1994, at her home.
A retired school teacher, she was a member of First. Presbyterian
Church. Born July 4, 1899, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late W.D. McAnally and Naomi Rachel Daniel McAnally.
Preceding her in death were her first husband, Fred Wilder; her second husband, Joseph E. McNelis; one daughter, Betty Blair Wilder
Shaffer; seven sisters; one brother.
Survivors include one son, Dan Wilder and wife, Sally, Naples,
Fla.; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; three nieces, Mrs.
Margaret Blalock, Mrs. Opal Parker and Mrs. Gertrude Youngermaii,
all of Murray.
Memorial services will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Murray. Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of
arrangements, but no visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may be made in Mrs. McNelis' memory to
First Presbyterian Church, 1603 Main St., Murray.

Mrs. Audie B. Grooms
Mrs. Audic B. Grooms, 95, died Thursday, Nov. 10, 1994, at her
h,ane in Warren, Mich.
She was married Nov. 30, 1991, to Bailey Grooms who died March
18, - 1984. Born Feb. 24, 1899, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William Boyd Bedwell and Verdie Brown Bedwell. Three sisters and five brothers also preceded her, in death.
Mrs. Grooms was a member of North Fork Baptist Church in Henry
County, Tenn.
Survivors include one daughter, .Mrs. Utile Stafford, Warren,
MiC11-.-r three sons, Joe Grooms atilt-Wife; Maxine,-'ackson, Tenn.,'
Kenton Grooms and wife, Vivian, Knoxville, Tenn., and Merit
Grooms and wife; Nancy, Rochester Hill, Mich.; one sister, Mrs. Rosie Neal, Murray; 13 grandchildren; 20 great-grandchildren.
The funeral was today at 11 a.m. in the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Lester Butler officiated. Burial was in
Paschall Cemetery.

Chapman auditions at Opryland
When asked how he feels about
Jason Chapman, a 10-year-old
Murray resident, recently audi- traveling to Nashville five or six
tioned for a show at Opryland days a week, he said, "It's really not
U.S.A.'s Country Christmas in the bad at all, because it gives me a
chance to learn my lines, practice
Park entitled "A Gift for Santa."
The auditions were held on the my songs and finish my homeGrand Ole Opry stage and out of work,"
Opryland's Christmas in the Park
several hundred, Chapman was
selected along with three other is open from 4 p.m. until 10 p.m.
children. The broadway style show daily beginning Nov. 19, The Park
,A III have two casts thatinclude Ii _and Oprylancl Hotel are_ derr)raleti
adults, two children and a live with 1.8 million lights, six miles of
orchestra. Each cast willl perform red ribbon, nine miles of evergreen
four shows'every,othcr night begin- garland and giant snowflakes that
ning Nov. 19 and run through Dec. dangle from the light beams.
31. Intensive rehearsals began Nov.
In addition to the "Gift for Santa"
1 and will run daily until show time. show held in the American Music
'The colorful set is centered ar- Theatre, many other attractions are
ound a production of Santa's work- featured including Victorian carolshop where toys are magically ers, Christmat story telling, Opry
created complete with elves, rein- Stars, Santa's workshop and the
deer and a "live" talking teddy bear. largest nativity scene in the country.
Over 15 favorite Christmas tunes
will be performed with high energy
choreography in addition to a high, Vick "Rockette" style number with
all nine reindeer to the tune of
Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer.
The 35 minute show is centered
around the two small children, and
Jason has many lines and several
singing solos.
Chapman has spent the last six
months performing in Nashville at
The Opryland Kids Club show with
his last performance on Oct. 30:
This career has opened the doors for
many other opportunities for him
from modeling for Castncr-Knou
and other department stores, to
auditions for commercials, videos
and movies. He is listed with The
Harper Agency of Nashville.
He studies dance, piano, voice, JASON CHAPMAN
violin and enjoys playing the drums
and guitar. He is a fifth grade honor
roll student at Murray Christian
Academy, a member of the chess
club, Cub Scouts and First Baptist
Church. Chapman is the son of Al
AMER/CAN LUNG ASSOCIATION.
and Jane Chapman' and has an 8year-old brother, Jonathan.

VOLUNTEER

1-800-LUNG-USA
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Mrs. Grace Tatum
The funeral for Mrs. Grace Tatum will be today at 1 p.m. in the
Churchill Funer.1-Homc.-3-he Rev. Leon Penick will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe McClard, Vic Vickers, Dwayne McClard,
Terry McClard, Gary McClard and Jim Williams, all nephews. Burial
will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mrs. Tatum, 88, Roseville, Mich., formerly of Calloway County,
died Thursday, Nov. 10, 1994, at Bi-County Hospital, Warren, Mich.

The 19th annual "Great American Smokeout," a national effort by
the American Cancer Society to
help people give up smoking will
take place on Nov. 17. Murray State
University's Health Services and the
American Humanics Center for
Leadership in Community Service
will offer a day of activities and
information at the Curls Center.
"This is the second year that a
committee of American Humanics
students have been involved, and I
just love it!" said Louise Anderson,
registered nurse, certified in college
health and health education. Eleven
students have coordinated the event,
including publicizing the "Great
American Smokeout" to local and
campus media. According to Markecta Oldham, chairperson of the
committee, there will be different
pamphlets available, and also a
game in a 'Wheel-of-Fortune' style
for individuals to test their knowledge of smoking and its dangers.
Another part of the American
Humanics students' role in the campaign is the "Adopt a Smoker"
program. On Nov. 15-16 smokers
will be adopted by family and
friends who will provide them with
"24 hours of support and loving
care. In effect, the program is to
show that if an individual can stop
smoking for 24 hours, they can stop
fr good," Anderson said.

T

Students have designed adoption
contracts and put together kits with
information and tips, candies and
other miscellaneous -items to provide extra aid in the overall success
during the day for smokers. "We
will administer the American
Cancer Society's information emphasizing the dangers of smoking
and in addition we really hope to
give the- program an uPbeat spirit
through the help of the Humanics
stalents," said Anderson.
"Great American Smokeout" activities will run from 10 a.m. to p.m.
in the Rocking Chair Lounge of the
Curris Center on Thursday, Nov.
17. "Adopt a Smoker" begins on
Nov. 15. For more information call
(502) 762-3809.
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Our Best Investment Is You.
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We are proud to use ,q4-,
recycled newsprint.

* FREE HEARING TEST
Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
With This Coupon

$4990°
Reg. Price $545.00
Not Valid With Any Other Otters
This Coupon Otter Expires 12/9/94
* Local Resident Seniors (Ages 60+)

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available
Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502)753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
206 South 4th • Murray

It's Not Too Soon...
Plan Ahead.

HOG MARKET
Federal State Market News Server Nor. 14, 1994
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 3
auyins Stations Receipts: Act. 71 Fat. 250 Sermon &
Gilts steady Sows steady S1.90 lower
429.50-27.00
US 1.2 230.250 lbs.__
S23.50-26.00
US 1.2 210-230 lb,.
424.00.26.50
US 2.3 231.260 IN..
525.00-26.00
US 3-4 20-270 lbs._
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lb.............
514.00.15.00
US 1-3300.400 lbs..
......
US 1-3 4410.525
US 1-3 525 and up
S13.00-14 09
US 2.3 3111-509 lbs._
Boars 41430-1501

NOM NOMMAr
SERIES
VENTED ROOM
HEATERS

KEROSUN

vir
7-64rd.;

JOIN US THIS
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Merck

J.C. Penney
.,
47/
3
4• 1/1
Peoples Eire
20/
1
411 211/sA
Quaker Oats
61V. + 1/4
Schering•Plough............74,4 • Vs
Sears
501/4 • Vs
Texaco
Mrs + Vs
Time Warner
353/. + Ne

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

chapel ofJ P

MSU to sponsor activities for
'Great American Smokeout'

,41111/4

K l Energy..
26% mac
Kroger
25/
1
2 + Vs
I. (I & E.................-...3714 • lia
Mattel
....
27% • Vs
Mrtionattli —
'25'f1'+"1,

tinard 1 yons is a marital maker In this stock
, UNC prIc• unchanged

Mrs. Robbie Witherspoon
Final rites for Mrs. Robbie Witherspoon were Saturday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Jim Simmons
officiated.
Pallbearers were Mark Adams, Randy Adams, Jerry Key, Reggie
Key, Todd Adams and Chris Wooley. Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
•
Mrs. Witherspoon, 715 South Eighth Street, Murray, widow of
James Witherspoqn, died Thursday. Nov. 10, 1994, at 2:45 p.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Prices As Of 9 a.m.
k -Marl

IIIANT(SGIVIN
Enjoy a traditional
Thanksgiving feast
with turkey,
homemade dressing
0
and all the trimmings!
Open
Thanksgiving Day
10:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
Closed Friday, Nov. 25

Portable Kerosene - 411
Heater
Portable Forced
Air Heater
Ready Space =
Heaters
35,000 to 150,000 BTU

Thanksgiving Menu Includes

Keith York, James Coleman and Kelvin York

Ask Us About

Forethought° Funeral Planning

Turkey • limn
Cornbread Dressing
Mashed Potatoes • Gravy • Sweet Potato Souffle'
Cranberry Sauce and Cranberry Salad
Tossed Salad • Graham Cracker FluffSpiced Apples • Corn • Green Beans • Limas
Dinner Rolls •, Cornbread
Pies.. Pumpkin, Pecan, Mincemeat, Cherry,
Apple, Lemon Meringue, Raspberry Cream
Red Velvet Cake
(hvening Pr., Apply,

COMPLETE FUNERAL ARRANGEMENTS

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Ilona', Inc.

Rcgular Hoursi
Open Ties.-Sat.
11 a.m.\•3_p_,B,
4-8 p.yrr- -

Closed
Sundays

753-6800

& Mondays

Hwy. 121 North
(2102 Coldwater Rd.)
Murray. Ky.

tthiW

1Z7L.14
77.

•

Stove Pipe

CD
t
' I4

Home Owned and Operated

713 South Fourth St.

ALPHA II SERIES
VENT-FREE
DUAL BURNER
GAS LOGS

Call In Orders
753 2348

Murray Home 8 Auto
CheArirr;
i:
jy St

Twillague

753-2571
753-4110

